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AIlSTRACT
Regular houts ofstrcnuous cxercise have been associatcd with improved functional status
in thc frail eldcrly. Chronic al:robic exercise has also been linked. though less conclusively.
to improved cognitivc functioning through improved oxygcnation of the brnin. A prublem
ariscs, however, if the levels of exercise necessary to aehicve these improvements are too
slrenuous to he performed by Ihe very fmil elderly. This paper investigates a possible
relationship between :Jcute non-strenuous exercise and improved cognitive pcrfonnance in
a sample of institutionalized older adults. The purpose of the present study is to replicate the
results from a study conuuetcil by Stones and D;lwe (1993). This study will attempt to sort
out task order effects Ih<ll were problem:Jtic in the Stones and D;lwe study. This will help to
investigate the relalionships between netivity on two cognitive tasks. a catcgory-prompted
word fluency test and a consonant-prompted word fluency test. The present study will also
atlel1lpt to clarify the time parameters of thc benefits and to assess the effect of different
physical ability levels on the magnitude ofille exercise effects. TIll.: hypothesis tested is that
a IS-minute nOll-strcnuous exercise intcrvention will be sufficicnt 10 prrnlucc improved
l1erfonnancc on :t category-prompted word flucncy task but not on a consonant-prompted
task,
Fifiy-ninc subjects volulllecred from thrcc nursing homcs in the SI. John's.
Ncwloundl:tnd area. 111C invcstigator r:tndomly assigned subjects 10 onc offour groups. The
iii
two exercise groups were exposed to 15-minutc.~ (II' l1nll-strcllUIlUS cxen'isc, The contml
groups viewed a IS-minute video of similar exerci~e~, Expcrimental group I amI c\llltwl
group I completed a categOly-promptcd word llucllcy task at prelcst. immcdiate pusHcsl. and
30-minute delaYt:d posttest, Experil1ll'ntal group:! ami control gmufl 2 cumpktcd a
consonant-prompted word fluency task at thc thrce tesling times.
fused a two (group) by two (task) by I{mr (lrials) hy threc (limc) repl.:<lted measufCS
ANQVA design to assess the clTeels ofc:'\crcise on hl1lh orthc cognitivc tasks. 'lltis al1alysi~
showed no effect ofcxercise on either cognitive lask ( p<,fl5),
TIlerc was no evidcncc Ihat supportcd previous contentiolls thaI :Icull.: l.:xercise ancct~
category-prompted word fluency, 1\ review of thc literature concerning acutc exercisc
indicates that previous findings h:lVC yet to replicalc jl1lprovcl1\ent.~ on the samc wgllilive
task.
I performed two stepwise regrcssion an;Jlyses 10 dctenninc whidl v:lriahles
contributed most significantly to the dilTercnees lin the lWI) wgnitivc tasks. The analysis
revealed that nctivity propensity and finnncinl hardship werc lhc best flTl'tlietors nl' category-
prompted word fluency. Researchers have not dircctly studil'<1lhc inllucnces nfthesc tWtI
(octars on word fluency. I conclude thnt the relationship hetween acute exercise and
cognitive performance is not n robust one, A more likely explanation orlhe rclatioship is that
overall activity level combined with [ow negative alleet inlluenecs cognitive functioning in
later life. Pcrh<lps by studying these relationships caregivers to the institutionalized elderly
will have an indication of who would most beneHt frolll inclusicm in different activities.
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Regular e:-:ercise (referred 10 here as ebruni<: ~·ser.:ise) has ll'"g hCl'n linked in tlK'
gerontology literature tIl improved ftlllctilmal status. p;JrIicularl~' in the frail elderly. Strength
tmining can maintain lhe muSt:ks Ilecessa!)' 10 perloml aclivities or daily living ti.c .. silting
and standing). Similarly, there is 11 Ihrcsholll ofaerohic eOlpileity needed 10 perlc.nll activitics
of daily Hvinll, and improving aerohic eilpn{~ity through ehronie exereise C:lll help Ihe frail
elderly perform these ncliv;ties more cn5ily. Regular aerohic exercise has also been linked,
though 1c!;S conclusivdy, to improved cognitive limetioning Ilmmgh impmvcd oSYllenalion
urthe bruin. i\ problem arises. however. if the levclsnl'o,:xercise necessary III aehlev\: Ihese
improvements nre too strenuous 10 be perlomled by Ihe very frail elderly. Tlms, il is
important for researchers to id.:ntify the minimum elTml required to provide henc!its.
This paper investigates a possible relntionship between nct1le non-SlrenumlS exercise
and a short-term in,provcment in cognitive pcrll.lmmnce in 11 sumple Ilrinslitutionnli1.ctl older
adults. A link between exercise uno cognitive performance will be UClIlUllslrated i,y first
reviewing the literature on the effectsofchronie c:-:ereiscon theengnitivc perlimnanceof
older <ldults. Next, the evidence from aeute exercise studies will be reviewed. Many orthe
results from acute exercise studies were inconclusive due 10 uesign weaknesses. Rcplieiltinns
of results and better-designed studies ure necessary in order to est:\hlish Ihe reilltiullship
between non-strenuous c:-:ercise and cognitive performance. The purposc ofthe presenl study
is to replicate the resul1s from a study eonJul:led by Stunes and J)awe (1993). The Stones llllJ
Dnwe study found that a IS-minute non-strenuuus exercise intervention was sufficient to
produce improved performance on a category-prompled word nuency I<lsk. Other cognitive
fJfcct.r O(llClIIC exercise 2
. _._----
lasks fa "·lInsonant-promptoo word fluency tcst and a digit symbol test)did nol show similar
jmpruvcmcr1l~:mcJ the dumtion ofthc observed improvement on the e<ltcgot)·-promptcd word
lluency tcst was unclear. ·rne present study ,\ill atlcmpt to replicatc Ihcse lindings and will
currett for the test order confound. 111c hypothesis tested is that a single dose of non-
strcnuouscxcrcisc will produce improved pcrfomlallceon acalcgory-promptcd word fluency
t;lsk but not on:1 cunsonant-prompled word fluency task,
Rcse:Jrch on the clTcct of exercise Oil ,lging alld performance has emcrged sincc
gerontologists ncgan distinguishing between usualllnrJ successful aging. In order to separale
pathological changes :~om Ihosc lh:lI can bc allributcd 10 age. researchers have made a
distinction between primary (i.c.• normal) and scwndary (i,e.. disease-relnted) aging (Oirren
& Cunningham. 19K5). Rowe arK! Kalm (1987) '\~re the first 10 distinguish between two
Iypes of primary aging: usual and successful. These rcscarehtn discerned that primary Olging
docs not lake into nceounl lhe hcterogeneity among older pl'Oplc bec1:lusc ofdifferences in
lifestyle, Rowe and Kahn postulated thOlI cxtrinsic (OlCtOrs such as diet. cxercise. and nutrition
may moocmle the mle of aging. Thus. some individuals will experience thc "usual"
rn.'Crcmenls associ:llcd with aging while others. through a v;uicty of lifestyle factors. will be
able (0 slow the progress of some of the usual dctlines and could be dt:seribed as aging
"succcsslltlly·'.
Birren and Cunningham (19RS) looked althe heterog.encity among ulder ,ulults 'It the
olher end of the speclrum <lnd distin!.!uished belween two types uf disease-rclnted aging:
secondary aging and Icrtiary aging. According to Ihese resc:.m.:hers, secondary nging includes
age-eorrcluted disease processes whereas tertiary aging describes'111 accelerated functional
deterioration Ihm occurs during the monlhs belore death. Shllles, Kll;.'ma, and H:uumh (1')l)O)
staled thatlhese lour types of aging have two clear implicntions I'lr age trend. Th..: first
implication is thm losses on many age-de~ndenl runctiulls show ;lceder.llion with age lind
second. heterogeneity in performance lends tl) increase with :lge.
Exercise is one extrinsic fnetorthal has bL~n stmliecJ extensively and may contrihute
to hctr.rogeneous performance umong older <lduhs. Beginning with SpinJusll (1975), many
researchers examined the h' ·,;ll ofwhelher physical exercise could functiun in such a WOlY liS
to slow the course of deterioration in cognitive <lnd psydwmotor rcrlonll,ll1ce llf otherwise
provide beneficial effects. Smith and Gilligan (1lJ10). lor example. claimed that "disuse
accounts for about half of the functional decline (in some age-dependent function,~) . , and
aging the other halC' (p.91). Spirduso (1980) staled that
exercise may prevent or postpone a commonly existing cycle: disuse
decrcases metabolic demnnds in motor and somatosensory brain tisxuc, whieh
may decrease the need for eirculatory now. which may result in neuronal
destruction, leading to disuse of brain tissue, und so on. (p. 1160).
These two interpretations of the f:xercise/cognilion relationship can he described Wi
prediction models. Specifieully, these authors described the moderutor vllriablc model
EjJe,""\' ofm:ule exerci.1"t! 4
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(Stones & Kozma. 1988). This model builds on the idea of "successful aging" by
cmphnsii'jng lhe helcrogcm:ity llmong older ndults. The modcrator model contends that while
some peoplc become increasingly sedentary with ngc others may remain active throughout
the lifespan. While chronic physical inactivity contributes to deterioration in functional
pcrfonnancc over time. this deteriornlion may be postponed or even avcned in individuals
who retain nn active lifestyle.
Another type of interpretive model researchers have used to describe the association
hetween exercise and cognitive function is the process model. l'rocess models altempt to
pmvide nn l:xplanatiol1 of the underlying mechanisms that link physical activity to cognitive
performance.
Dustman et al. (1984) proposed a hypoxia-reduction model. a biologicnl process
model. tu explain fitness training effects on cognitive performance. Research that has
supported this model contends that chronic aerobic exercise promotes cerebral metabolic
activity in several ways: (1) improved overnll ~'nscularization of all areas of the brain
(Dustman. Emmerson. & Shearer. 1990); (2) slowed neuronnlloss (Spirduso, 1982); (3)
enhanced neurotransmitter function (Dustman. Emmerson. & Shearer. 1990); ,md (4)
preserved dopamine function (Srirduso. 1(82).
A second elass of process modeling thaI has been used in exercise research involves
psychological processes. Psychological process models generally arc phrased in tenns of
Effects ojac/lic :~'0.!!_~ ._.,_
arousal and dl:cTCased susceplibilily todislraction (Stones & Kozma. 1(88). T01l1port\wski
and Ellis (1986) revicwcd the cxercise litcl'llturc ,l11d presenled two competing. psychological
process models lhat attempted to explain the relationship between physic;!l nctivily lind
cognitive functioning. 'nle first model stated thaI cxcrcise may inilially theililalc attClllionnl
proccsses. This facilitation is achicved by directly :llTccting the cenlml nervous systcm, but
as exercise intcnsity or duration increases. facilitative ellccts lIlay he canceled hy debilitl1ling
effects or musclc fatigue. TIlis model forther staled lhnl cxen:isc mny fneililnte or impair
pcrlonnnncedepending on the level offilness ortlle subjects at the puint ofheing tested. ·11H.:
second model assumes thm exercise pcr .w: docs not :lller cognitive funclioning. but lhat
motivational variables affect test pcrfonnance. Thus. :Iccording III this sl,<:ond Illodel.
individuals who do not regularly exercise view exercise :IS more physically nnd
psychologie:lll~. stressing which might in tum produce a uecremcnl in their fll:Tformance.
Either ofthesc psychological proccss models provides implications lilr the Icvel or
intensity of exercise and the agc of individuals. For example. low-intcnsity or infrequent
exereise may not produce changes in cognitive perfonnance in younger or healthier suOjcclS.
however, facilitation may occur in more sedentnry older inuividunls where luw levels of
exercise would nOl stress the fmil elderly to the extent lhlll sumc other exercise interventions
might. The second inlerpretntion is impon:lnt in assessing studies. particularly cro.~s·
sectional exercise stu<:lies. that might utilize scll:selecteu samples. Despite these potential
conlributions. Stones and Kozma (1988) noted tlut psychologic..1process models require ..
more unifil'd direction if they an: to gilin wide acceptance.
Process modeling. both psychological and biological. has been described as
"reductionist" (Stones & Kozma. 1988) and indeed. researchers who have used this approaeh
tend to speculate toward a mort: predictive modcl:
If:lll Imd practiced n life-style th:lt included frequent :lerobic exercise.
pcrh:lps significant age-rclllted changes in elcctrophysiology would hnvc been
poslponcd for several ycnrs. (Dustman. Emmcrson. & Shearer. 1990. p. 137)
III oodition. rescarch comparing competing process models is extremely limited (Stones &
Kozma. 1988). Process modeling, however. has proven key in establishing a link between
physiCllI ClClivity and COllnitive functioning. Many studies. particularly cross-sectional hwnan
studies. have been criticized for not using a "lrUC experimental design" (Folkins & Sime.
1981). Often in the exercise literature. aquasi·experimen~l design is used where high· and
low·fit subjcclS arc comp.1rcd across age groups. These groups usually have chosen a
lifestyle of fitness in the ease of the high-fit subjects and evidence has shown that these
individuals may differ on other extraneous factors such as socioeconomic status or other
health h..bits (Stones & Kozma. 1988). One method ofavoiding this bias in cross-sectional
exercisc studies is the usc of animal subject groups where animals orc randomly trained into
a high- or low-lit group. Many of the studies that hove attempted to explain biological
procL'SSCS have used animal SlUdies;n extremely cOlltrolled ellvironments and have provided
E~cls O!5!CIIIC c.1;crc~~ _
convincing evidence for an ossociation hetWI.'Ctl physic>ll :Ictivity and Cnl;l\itiv~ functioninll
(these studies arc discussed in detoit in olbllowing scction).
An alternative theoretical perspective to either prediction models or process models
is the functional age model. This nlodel docs nol assume thutthe oging process itself is
affected by exercise i1S in the modcrator model. Instead. a func\ionol >lge lllodd suggests lhal
chronic exercise has a generalized bcnel1t. or /(/nic rffrer. Oil the urg:Ulislll (Stones & KO:lJlla,
1988). Thus. overall capability 10 function is inlluenccd by hoth chronological agc and
various lifestyle factors (Le., physical activity, liicloor smoking) bUlthcsc factors contribute
independently to determine the level of function (Stones & K07Jnu. llJRK).
Stones and Kozma (1988) presented a func.tional age Illodel thcy termed "lhe Tunic
and Ovcrpracticc Effects (TOPE) model". These rcsearchers providcd cvidencc that
suggested that only through the overpractice of specific psychomotor skills can physic:ll
:lctivity slow the usual course of age dctcrior:ltion. [n tcrms of physic:11 activity, this
hypothesis means that individuals can execute familiar movements skillfully lmd these
movements will remain unimpaired with 3ge. in terms of cognitive pcrrormnnce. tusks that
are performed regularly, for cxample orallMguagc skills, might be unimpaired while wriUcn
tasks, which likely would be perfonned less regularly, might be affected by age.
The TOPE model is very difficult to test in tenns ofcognitive perfonn:loce neeause
ofthe inherent challenge in dctennining which cog~itive tasks urc ovcr practiced. In addition,
there arc likely vast individual dilTerenccs in the cognitive skills a person utilizes regularly.
A functional age model docs, however. provide a mcaningful higher order construct in which
to embed interdependent cognitive and physical functions (Stones & Kozma. 1988).
Prediction nlodels. on the other hand, describe the type of rclationship(s) among. the rekvant
variables and tend to be more atheorclical (Stones & Kozma. 1988) Process models have
already been described us rcduetionist in their allempt to explain why these relationships
exist by merely cxpl<lining underlying processes.
The purpose of the present study is to establish if there is a relationship between acute
cxcreisc (in this case a single dose of non-strenuous exercise) and cognitive function. and so,
the higher <mJcr modeling ofllle TOPE model is beyond the scope: of this study. It is useful
to look at all thrL'C ofthesc thooretiCliI perspectives when reviewing the literature on physical
activity and cognitive function because it allows tor a more complete review of the research
inlo this arc:!. Each perspective is best tested using adilTcrent research design. For example.
while a biologic:J1 process model is best tested using animal studies. which can control for
such things as sclf·seleetion bias, the results may not generalize to humans. [n addition,
researchers have noted differing results depending on the research design used (Spirduso &
Asplund. 1995). These researchers compared thc results from cross·sectional and
intervention studies investigating fitness and cognitive function nnd found that cross-
sectional studies were more likely to note differences in I;ognitive perfonn:mee than
intervention studies. As was previously mentioned. cross-sectional human studies that
Ef/I!crs OjllCIltC I!xl!rcisl!
compare high- and low-fit subjt.'(:ts arconen conlound..:U by a sdf-scketion bias. Indiviuuals
who choose a lifestyle of physical activity tend to dilTer Oll a lIumb..:r or \lther vari<lhles 1.IS
well, such ns higher socioeconomic status :lnu cduc:ltional kvd. and lower incidences of
smoking (Stones & Kozma, 1988). On the other IWIlt!. intervention studies have been
criticized for having "severe sampling problems. poor cognitive ,ISSCSSlllCill. innd~'lJ\latc
practice provided. and panicipanls with low fitness levels" (Spirduso & Asplund. [1}95).
Thus, this literature review will look ;It cvidencc from scycral types or research designs.
I will begin the litemturc review hy discussing evidcnce of an l1ssociation lx::twccll
chronic high-intcnsity exercise and cognitive pcrt"orm;mce from nnim:!l studies, cross-
sectional human studies, and intervention studies. This will he tollowcd by nreview orthc
literature linking chronic non·strenuous exerciscand cognitive performance. Finally, I will
look at studies thnt have looked ilt the relationship between acute exercise and cognitive
performance,
Before beginning the review orlhe literature. I will denne slime key tcons. Excrcise
programs designed ror older ndul~ in ordel' to maintain or improve limes.", nrc recommcnded
at a moderate intensity (marc than 50% V02max - maximum oxygen inwke) for up to 60
minutes per day, every day (Haskell, Montoyc. & Orenstein. 1985), Exercise prullrams
designed ror adults between the ages of 25 an~ 65 ilrc recommended for more lh;ln 30
minutes at moderate intensity at least every other day (Haskell. Montoyc & Orenstein. 19&5).
10
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Ikginninl: with these recommendations, but also gcncrnlizing from the l:xM:isc literature.
Idefined chronic c)l:cn::isc l1S exercise perfonned at ICasllhrce limes a week for at l~ four
weeks. A.cute exercise refers la exercise that is not pcrfonned regularly. Specifically. the
exercise is not pcrfonncd 31 a frequcncyor over a period of lime that would likely produce
fitness clTects. Aerobic cxc:cisc refcrsto exercise in which the primary source ofpowcr is
oxygen, this depends on the Iype and duration of the exercise. Thus aerobic exercises are
those thai rc{]uirc continuous :md rhythmic usc of lorge muscles for at lenst 15 minutes
(AmcricanCollcgcofSpons Medicine. 1986). Anaerobic exercise means, literally, without
oxygen and refers to exercise where oxygen is nOllhc major energy source. such as ....'eight
tmining. In this paper. I defined strenoous exercise as aerobic exercise that exceeds 70%
VOlmax (nl3.\(imwn oxygen intake) or muscularly strenuous exercise meant to be performed
until fatigue. Much of the literature does not measure V02m3X or assess other fitness
\'aritlblcs th:at can scn'C as estim.'\tes ofVOpnax such as hczt rote. In such cases. I imply the
intensity I~I based un the researcher's account ofth.: inlended intensity and the gOllls of
the exercise prol(x:ol. Non-strenuous exercise refers to cxerdse that is not intended to
produce filness efTects. While physiological changes such as increased heart rates arc
Cxpt:cted, the non-strenuous exercise is not perfonned al an intensity or fora duralion that
would likely cause filness efTects.
/I
Rc1:ltionship Between Ccnlrnl Nervous S}'stcm (eNS) 11(':llth ~nd Chronic ":xcrd!'C
1be~archon exercise. p.:rfonnancc. and ::Iginy is dinicu]t 10 inlcrprcl bL'C:lusc tho.: exercise
regimes v:1rY subst..!'lially from study 10 study. Ilistoric:llly, n..'sc:trchcnl h.1\,(' [ocllS.'II,,:d on
the effects of chronic OIcrobic exercise on older adults. Before delving inlo the literature
linking physical activity to cognhive pcrformrll1cc. 1 will provide <l btier overview or t111l
relationship bclwccn physical activity <lnu physiulogical functioning in older adults.
rile effects ofchrollic t.'xcrci.fl! (1/1 pll}'.vio!fJg;cal jflllctim,illK illlllt/er 1II1"It,\'
Research has idcmilicd regular exercise as one of the lIlost illlpmtam he.lIth practices
llSSOCiatcd with hc..llh and longevity ;lffiOng the aged (Palmore. 11)70). Further" studk-s have
identified inactivity as 3. risk ftlctor for tlJI-c41use murt:;J1ity (PafTcnbargcr. Ilyd~ Wing. &
Hsieh, 1986), c;udiovnseular dise41SC, (Ptlffcnbargcr. Wing. & 11ydc. 197R):;md c..lnccr (Bltlir
ct aI., 1989). There is convincing evidence thai indicates chronic exerei~c is associah..'d with
gtlins in physic.1I pcrfonnanc:e. Some observed gains in phy~ical performance include
improved aerobic capacity (e.g., Adams & deVrie. 1973: dcVric. 1970). improvl.'d skeletal
muscle strength (e.g., Grimby & Saltill, 1983: Stamford. 1973), and reduced occurrence of
some age-related diseases sueh as ostcoporosis (e.g.. Aloin ct al.. 1978; Sogaanl, Danielson,
Thorling, & Mosekilde. 1994).
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Dustman, Emmerson, and Shearer (1990) postulated that chronic aerobic exercise
I'revcnts and may in fact reverse age-related losses ussotiatcd with inactivity. Ample
evidence indicates that chronic aerobic exercise improves aerobic capacity in older adults,
DeVries (1970) found evidence ofimprovcd oxygen transport capacity, percentage body fat.
physical work capacity, and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure in older men after a
6-wcck aerobic training regimen. These lindings h,we been replicated for both men and
women in many studies (e.g., Adnms& dcVric. 1973; Illumenlhal ct al.. 1989; Cunningham,
Rcchnitzcr. Howard. & Donner, 1987; Hopkins. M"ull1lh. Hoeger. & Rhodes. 1990; MaddCll,
13lumcnthal. Allen. & Emery, 1989; Schwartz ct aI., 1991; Sidney & Shephard. 1978;
Takeshima. Tanaka. Kobayashi. Watanabe, & Kato. 1993). In a review of this research,
Buchner. Beresford. Larson, LaCroix. ond Wagner (1992) estimDted that modest
improvements ranging from 5% to 20% maximum oxygen intake have been observed in
older ndults after three to twelve months ofchronic exercise. This relationship was found 10
be particularly rcleval1\ to older adults as improved aerobic capacity in thc frail elderly would
improve functional stntos when aerobic capacity has fallen below the threshold needed for
daily activities (Iluchner et al.. 1992). There is also reccnt evidence that shows older adults
can maintain improvements achieved in the e;uly stages ofan exercise progrnm for up to two
years (Morey ctal.. 1991).
Researchers have :llso observed gilins in skeletal muscle strength in older adults as
11 result of chronic exercise. Typical ngc-rclntcd declines in strength range from 30% to 40%
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in the back. legs, and arms (Grimby & Saltin. 1983). Studies havc shown incrcascs in the
strength of older adults after chronic resistance tr3inin~ (Fiatarolle et at. 1')90: StmllfonJ.
1973). Current research of skelet<ll muscle gai,:!s has 10Cllsscd on antioxidant enzyme
responses to exercise and aging. This research has shown tlml while aging may ;lllcet
antioxidant and metabolic capacities in skelell1ll1lusclc. rcgulare,'(ercisc ean preserve the
function of these enzymes (Cartee, 1994: Ishihara & T:lguehi. 1993: Ji. Wu. & Thomas.
1991). Maintenance of muscle strength in oillef adulls is imflOftant lhr independent
functioning. Many daily tasks require a degrc<: of muscle strength and so it is necel,sary to
maintain the minimal muscle strength to perform these tasks ifindepcmlellt llmctioning is
to be maintained.
In addition to declines in aerobic capacity and muscle slren~th. ulling is associated
with a progressive decline in bone density that enn le:ld to osteoporosis. '111is decline hus
been observed in both males and females after ((Ile 30 (Rowe & Kahn. 1(87). Several studies
have indkated that chronic exercise progrnms can reduce hone loss (Aloill et at. 1978:
Krolner. Toft, Pors Nielson. & Tondcvold. 1983). Osteoporosis isa debilitating illness that
affects the autonomy of older adults dramaticallY. Recent research has tricd to itlentify
extrinsic factors such as exercise nnd dict that can mllintain or revcrse luss. For cltllmplc.
some of the current research focuses on how eltereise buffers against luss in bone density
(Chen. Yeh, Aloia, Tierney, & Sprinlz, 1994; Sogaard, et 31., 1994; Tate etal.. I99(); Yeh.
Aloia, Tierney, & Sprintz, 1993).
This discussion olltlincs only some of the ways in which chronic excreise has been
associated with improved physiological functioning. The evidence is quite conclusive in
determining that physical activity is associated with physiological benefits that, in turn, can
lend to prolonged independent functioning in older adults. Looking lit this llSSOc1ation simply
at the process level, one can surmise th<ll if chronic exercise e<ln le<ld to physiological
improvements then it is likely tlmt these physiological elmnges may also occur in the brain.
Thus. physicnl nctivity may also cause physiological changes that could affect cognitive
functioning. A minimal lcvel of cognitive functioning is as important to independent
functioning as physical functioning for even the most mundane activity involves both
attention and memory processes. By maintainin~ a level of cognitive functioning through
exercise, independent living may likewise be maintained.
The Effeets of Chronic F.:lCrel.~c on Cognitive Performance
"nIc relationship between chronic exercise and cognitive perfOnOilneC is far less clear. Some
nge-related changes in the brain that affect performance include deercased vaseulariUltion.
neuron loss. and elcttrophysiological changes. Research has presented evidence suggesting
that nerobie fitness training results in more efficient oxygen trnnsport and the delivery of
(lxYl,\en to COll:;umercclls. including brnin cells (deVries, 1975). RcsellIChers have suggested
sevcral wnys in which chronic exercise and increased oxygenation may moderate age·related
uecremcnls in co~nitive performance. To reilerntc from the discussion on biological process
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models above, these c:o;planationsincludc improved o\,cr;lll vusculari7A1tion of all area'! of the
brain (Dustman. Emmerson. & Shearer. 1990), slowed nCIlTOnlilloss (Spirduso. 19R2):
enhanced ncwotmnsmittcr function (Dustm;Ul. Emrncroon. & Shearer. \1)1)0): .lIld preserved
dopamine functioning (Spirduso, [982). TIle most extensive l"I:vicw of the !ilcmlufC linking
exercise and cognitive function is by Dustman. Emmerson, lind Shearer (1994). A. search
using the Social Science Citation Index failed to find n more com::>rchcnsivc review.
Dustman, Emmerson. and Shearer (1994) :lpproaclll'd this research from 11 process llludeling
perspective. Alihough this approach may lack the higher order modeling preferred I'ly some
researchers. the studies reviewed provide convincing cvidcncc lor n lt~lk between physical
activity and cognitive functioning,
In Dustman, Emmcrson, nnd Shcarer's (1994) review of the literature, they evaluated
support for the hypothesis thnt aerobic exercise is bcncJicial to eNS health, which would
result in improved cognitive functioning, and presentecJ several predictions, Fur example,
they predicted that aerobic exercise lraining in llnimals would be assodutct.: with
neurobiological changes that would improve behavioural fllnctioninl:l' Compared on
measures believed to reneet CNS he:lllh, physically active humans nnd :mirnals would
perform better than sedentary matched comrols, Adopting a more aerohically active lifestyle
would result in improvements on these same measures on previously sedentary individuals,
Finally, prolonged cxcr.;:ise thill extends through a large portion ofndultlilc should slow the
rate at which CNS efficiency declines during the aging proecs.~.1\ summary uftheir finding.'i
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follnws. There is convincinu evidence from this review that chronic e:l(ereisc likely has some
effcct on :Jgc-rclated declines in cognitive pcrform:Joce.
F.,idl!ltCI! lUSocintillK cltronic l!Xt!rcisl! Qml cogt/i,il,t! pl!rfnrmollcl!from nllimol slIIdiu
'Inc :Jnimal studtes rcviCWL>d provide support for the prediction tho.t physical exercise IC::Ids
tu hC:I]lh hcnelils lor the central nervous system. Aninl::ll studies providc fundamental
evidence for:l clear nssociation between physical octi\'ity nnd cognitivc pcrlonnnnce because
the studies generally use true e:<perimcnlal research designs (as delined by Campbcll &
Stanley, 196) :md they can control for self-selection bias. Also, they can investigate
biological processes that eannot be used in human studies to provide an explanation for why
such a rclntionship might exist. It should be notoo tho.t the excrcise programs are at an
exereise intensity, frequency, and duration to p::lduce significant improvcments in aerobic
capacity. Some orthe elt.'Ctroph)',siological changes Dustman.. Emmerson. and Shearer noted
in Ihis review include: changes in basic propcnics of tile eNS: improved neurotransmitter
functioning wilh a prescrvalion of dopaminergic cells in old animals who began exercising
in middle age: increased vascularization of activated bmin areas and an increase in cell
hypertrophy and complexity; faster transmission ofinfonnation throughout thepcriphcry and
within the bmill indicated by faster nerve conduction limes and earlicr event-related (ERP)
hllellcics: nnd a reduction ofCNS excitation such thai inhibition plnyed a strongcr role in
behaviour.
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Looking first at the evidence from nosS-S\.'t:liol1al animal inlcTvcllliutl studies,
Samorajski. Rolslen. Przykorska. and Davis (19K7) compared mature. middle-aged. lind old
mice who had pnrticipatcd in spont:mcous wheel running lor 12 weeks to agc-nmlchcd
sedentary controls. TItis study found that the exercised mice hall UI1 increased life Sp<1ll and
a small incrcnsc in norepinephrine. A second study compared llltllUrC lind old mts bnth Ill'
whom had been exposed to nn exercise regime oflrcaumill TUllnin!.\ iiVI.' days per week for
10 weeks to age-matched controls who were placed un the treadmill hUI the treadmill WllS
not lUmcd on (TOmer. Hale. Lawler. & Strung. 19(2). This study luunu improvl,.'tl GAllA
and cholinergic synthesis for the mature animals hut nOI the old animals. TUlowr el nl.
speculated that this difference may have rdlecleu reduced plasticity of tile older hmin. '111esl.:
t....,o studies indicate a clear relationship between physical activity and ch,U1!:\es in sume h;~-;ic
eNs properties. This cross-sectional research Jesign is ideal for delemlining tl!:\e dill'cnmccs
because not only can pretest and pestlest measures be compareu within groups, ctlmparisons
can be made betwecn agc-mlllchcd conlrol groups lind across age groups, Thus. cohort
differences can be separated from changes occurring as a result orthc intervention.
Improved neurotransmitter functioning has b~~n demonstrated in intervention studies
that did not comptlre tlcross llge groups. Spceilictllly, somc such sludies htlve IllUnd .m
association between aerobic exercise and the maintenance of dopamine receplor sites.
Gilliam et al. (1984) taund a grcnter number of dopamine receptor sites in r<lts who were
either enduronee or interval trained on an excrcisc wheel for 12 weeks than they found in rats
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who had no training but who had their food restricted to maintain the weight at the same
level as the exercised ruts. Rats were studied over a similar period of time. 12 weeks. in a
separate study (MacRae. Spirduso. Walters. Farrar, & Wilcox, 1987). This sludy compared
endurance training (running on an exercise wheel for 12 weeks) 10 low-intensity training
(running for five minutes per day) llnd found thaI endurance training appeared to exert a
protective COcCI on D2 dopamine receptors during the life span. The low-intensity exercise.
however, did not elicit significant changes. The MacRae cl al. study provided support that
chronic. high-intensity exercise can provide benefits for dopamine function. Olher studies
also found endurance exercise \0 be associated with improved neurotransmitter functioning
(e.g.• Bauer. Rogers, Miller. Dove. and Tyce [1989] who found significant increases in free
:md conjugated dopamine [DA] and in conjugated norepinephrine [NE] at rest after 12 weeks
of treadmill running; Brown and Van Huss (1973] who found NE levels in the brain to be
significantly higher in rats who had participated in free wheel running; ~rown et al. [1979J
who [mUld NE and 5-HT levels significantly higher in several brain areas after eight weeks
of treadmill running; DeCastro and Duncan [1985) who found whole brain DA levels
significantly higher following eight weeks of reinforced wheel running; and Fordyce and
Farmr Li991a. 1991bJ who found enhanced hippocampal cholinergic activity following 14
weeks of reinforced treadmill running).
further evidence from animal intervention studies showcci changes in brain structure
and vasculature within mOlor-related arcas of the rodent brains following programmed
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exercise (Dustrnnn. Emmerson, & Shearer. 1994). For example. Pysh and Weiss 11(79)
allowed one group of mice to engage in frcc nmning :md climbing wbi,lc a second group had
their activity restricted. Examination of the Purkinjc cells of the cercbellum shuwed largcr
dendritic lrecs and a greater number ofspines in the m;tivc micc compamlto the mice whose
activity was restricted. An incfC:lSc in dendritic trees allows lor greater vasculari7..1tion of lhe
brain (Dustman. Emmerson. & Shearcr. 1990). Gentile. llcheshti. and Held (1987) also found
evidence for an incrc:lsc in cell hypertrophy nod complexity in exercised anim:llx. Black :md
colleagues furthered this research by looking at vascularization in areas within the cerebellar
cortex in a series of studies (Black. Greenough. Anderson. & Isaacs. 1987; illack. Isaacs.
Anderson, Alcantara, & Greenough, 1990; Isaacs. Anderson. Ale<lntam. lll<lck, &
Greenough, 1992). These researchers looked at structural changes in the bmin as a result of
two kinds of exercise. Rats were exposed to one month of either rcpetitive exercise. motor
leaming. or an inactive condition. Exercised mts demonstrated a shoner dilTusioll distance
from blood vessels in the molecular layer of pammedian lobules (PMLs . llllgiogenesis)
when compared to rots housed individually or rats who participated in a motor Icuming tnsk.
An increased volume of the molecular layer per I'urkinje neumn and incrca:;cd blood vessels
sufficient to maintain diffusion distance (synaptogcnesis) was found in the rats taught
complex motor skills. The investigators estimated that the exercised animals had made
approximlltely 10 times the number of locomotor movements thlln had been made by fIlts
taught motor skills or the control rats. Dustman. Emmerson, and Shearer (1994) speculated
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that the function urlhe angiogenesis observed in the exercised rats was to provide additional
nutrition to cells that experienced high rates of activation during running.
Further evidence from animal intervention studies pointed to an increase in the speed
of infonnntion transmission within the ccntr3[ and peripheral nervous system of rodents.
Retzlaffand Fontaine (1965) found that conduction velocities of large fiber. fast-conducting
sciatic nerves were 37% fastcr for rats c:<poscd to cndur.mcc training than for sedentary rats.
"nlis study also provided evidence fc Improved longevity by linding increased conduction
velocities of large fiber nerves in "geriatric" aged, exercised rats when compared 10 age-
matched controls. Increased speed of information processing, measured using visually
evoked potential (VEPs) and somatosensory evoked potential (SEPs), was demonstrated in
exercised mts who wcre exposcd to an enriched environment in a separate experiment
(Spencer, Mattson, Johnson, & Albee. 1993).
Other cleetrophysical changes Dustman, Emmerson, and Shearer (1994) found to be
associatcd with exercise included improved excitatory/inhibitory balance of older-aged
animals. Inhibition is important in all behaviour. so n lessening of inhibitory strength within
the eNS would be cxpectcd to ndverscly affect physicnl and cognitive functioning (Dustman,
Emmerson, & Shearer, 1990, 1994). Some studieS have shown reduced excitnbility through
dcclrocncephalogrophic (EEG) and behaviourol rtIensurcs in rodents who had participnted
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in long-term endurance programs when compared to non-exercised lltlinmls (Nikifortl\'a,
Patchev, & Nikolov. 1989: Nikiforov:l., Patehcv. Nikolo\', &. Chcrcsharov, 19RR).
Increased behavioural speed in exercised animals provides evidence that the eNS
changes illustrated translate into changes in behaviour. Spirduso and fllrt'ilr (1981) compared
young and old exercised rats to lIge·mlltched controls. The exercise prolocol consisted of six
months of daily running. These researchers lound that exercised mts were fasler Oil sume
escape/avoidance measures than sedentary animals and that agc-rcl:lll..-d loss in quickness was
smaller for trained animals. Samorajski ~t al. (1985) found similur results when they
compared mature, middle-aged. and old mice. Exercised mice were CXPO!iCJ 10 spontaneous
wheel running for up to 12 months. Control animals had no wheel running. Thc results
showed improved performance on passive-avoidance memory and that improved memory
was greater for middle-llged and old than for young adults.
In swnmary. Dustman, Emmerson. and Shearer (1994) rroviued compelling evidence
from controlled animal.~tudics that chronic cxercise can have benelits for the ~entrJ.1 nervous
system. Electrophysiological improvements found included modilications ofhr.lin structure
observed in the neurotmnsmitters, vasculature. and the excitation/inhibilion balance.
Long-term excrcise continuing into old agc has also been linkcd to slowed DA loss that is
typical in aging animals and humans. Improved cognitive pcrlormance has becn
demonstroted through increased speed measured througl} nerve conduction, ERr component
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latency, and time 10 execute behavioural responses. In their review, Dustman, Emmerson,
and Shearer (1994) concluded that "It seems most proh:lble that the electrophysiological and
behavioral improvements were manifestations of underlying changes in neurobiology that
occurred as a result of strenuous exercise." (p. 153). Scveml of the studies ciled compared
the effect of exercise on cognitive pcrfonnnnce ncross age groups. These animal studies
allow researchers to identify age-changes clearly because these cross-sectional studies are
not biased by scJf..sciection as is the case in many cross-sectional human studies. An
investigation of human studies is necessary because of the weakness inherent in animal
studies concerning their gencralizal-ility to humans. For example. II rccommendlition that
exercise benefits arc optimal whcn exercise begins in middle-age may not generalize to
humans because middle-age in a rat is not comparuble to middle-age in a human due to the
shorter tife span of the rat.
EvidclJf:e /Issodati"c cllrollic e.:fercise ami ,·oKllith'e performatlceImm cross-~'ectiollal
llUmon silldies
Hwnan cross-sectional studies yielded similarly optimistic outcomes as those presented in
the animal studies. Dustman, Emmerson. and Shearer (1994) found that when humans
exercise, struelUral ond ehcmicol changes within the eNS clos(:ly pamllel those repor',ed for
aerobically-trained animals. In their review, these researchers evaluated studies where
individuals with an active lifestyle were compared to those with a more sedentary lifestyle,
The review provided evidence that suggested vigorous exr.rcise is associated with faster
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infonnation processing and lask execution rcllcclcu by earlier ERP component latcncicl> lind
quicker response times: beller pcrfomlallcc on cognitive tasks Ihilt require dlortful mther
than automatic proces.~ing or on tasks Ihal measure tluid r.llhcr th;U1 crystallized intelligence;
stronger inhibition as suggested by measures of cortical coupling and augmenting, reduction
of visual and somatosensory stimuli. :md fewer seizures in individuals with cpilcpsy; :md
finally, a relative preservation ofCNS functioning in old age illustrated by measures of
clcctrophysiological functioning. response speed. and cognitive functioning.
Researchers usc e1ectrophysiologicalmcasuccs such as EEGs alld ERl's ttl mC;L~llrc
neurobiological changes in humans. The EEG renects th~ spontaneous electrical m:tivity of
the brain, most likely from dendritic processes in the upper cortieallayers (Glnser, 1(63).
ERPs, on the other hand. are electrical potentials thnt lire c1icited hy repeating stimulus
ev<:nts such as flllshes of light, clicks, tones, or shocks to the hand or wrist, and hy stimuli
that require a higher level of cognitive evaluation (Dustrlllm, Emmerson, & Shearer, 1990).
A variety of ERPs have been used in studies of aging including Cllrly latency hrain stem
auditory and somatosensory evoked potenti.lIs (SEP~) which provide information regarding
neurnl transmission from lower brain stem structures 10 the cortex: middle latency
components (classical sensory evoked potentials) which reneet the t1rrivlll and initial
processing of sensory input to primary receiving urcas (Beck. \975); :llld long-latency
components (visually evoked potentials [VEPs]) which arc sensitive to arousal, attention, und
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habitu:lIion. Evidcncc linking ncurobiologic<ll changes with exercise provided a biological
basis from which improved cognitive functioning could be explained.
Dustman l.:t al. (1990) used electrophysiological measures to examine rcl3tionships
hctwccn 3crobic fitness 3nd eNS functioning_ TI1CSC researchcrs compared high· and low·fit
young adults (21·3 I years of age) and high. and low-lit older adults (50-62 years of age).
Fitness was estimated by mcasuring subjects' V01max. Subjects were administered
clcctrophysiologicaltcsts including EEGs, VEPs to three intensities orn3sh, and visual P3
ERPs; and several cognitive lests including the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
vocabulary, rcaction time, Stroop colour interference, symbol digit, and trails B. The results
showed age dilTeren..::cs in EEGs that were interpreted as rellecting weakened inhibition in
old age and a breakdown of"functional autonomy" in arcas Oflhc older brain. The results
also indicated that the physically fil elderly subjects did nOI differ from young lldults on
eorticnl coupling values which supported Dustman et :ll.'s( 1990) hypothesis that endurance
exercise can modulate exeit:llionlinhibition relmionships in humans as it appears to do in
rodents. Thc ERP findings from the Dustman et nl. (1990) study indicated that participation
in aerobic fitness activities over a relatively long period of time is associated with enhanced
speed in responding 10 visual signals and the processing of visunl information. The results
rrom the P3 component latencies also revealed that fitness level is related to visual
processing spcl:d. rcrformancc of high-fit subjccts wns superior to that of low-fit subjects
on nIl oftne cognitive tests with the exception of the vocabulary sub-test of the WArS.
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Reaction time hos been used in many ~lwJics liS an indic,ltor of cognitive runction.
The Dusunan cl al. (1990) study :llrcady discussed showed r.'SICT rctlction times in hig.h-lit
subjects when compared 10 low-fit subjects. This Iinding wa.~ supported in lllany othef cross-
sectional studies. Focussing lirs! on cross-sectiol\:!1 studies Ihal compared aeros." ngc groups.
Spirduso (1975) found that physically active subjects had Ii-ISler reaction times limn subjects
who were not physically active. ntis researcher :L1so found that (11\ most measures,
performance orold (50-70 years old) :lclivc s\lbjccts \'Ins more like that of young suhjccts
(20·30 years old) than of old inactive subjects. Several other studies supported SpinlUSO'li
(1975) findings (e.g.• Clarkson. 1978; Oficnb.1ch. Chodzko-Zajko. & Ringel. 1990; Rikli &
Busch. 1986; Spirduso & Clifford, 1978; Spirduso, MacRae, MacRae, I'rcwiu. & Osbornc,
1988).
Researchers have relied on a variety of methods to assess litness and have used
varying criteria to assign individuals to high- and low-IiI grO\lps. Three of the ubove studies
classified physically active subjccts on the basis of participation in regular physical f!cliv;ty
over the past two to three years (young subjects) or' for most ol"thcir adult lives (10·30 years)
(Cltlrkson. 1978; Rikli & Busch, 1986; Spirduso & ClifTord, 1978). III the Spirduso el al.
(1988) study. high-fit subjects in all tlgc groups had walked, jogged, ur ran at lemit thn:c
miles per day, three days per week, for at least live years. Offcnbaeh et al. (1990) meu.~urcd
fitness using a composite of cardiovascular. pulmonary, hemodynnmic, hioehcmicul, and
anthropometric variables. all of which arc shown to correlate wcll with V01max. Regardless
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of the method or criteria usro. the studi!':s that compare young high. and low-fit adults to
older high- and low·fit adults found an association between physical activity and faster
rc:lction times and generally Ihis association was stronger in the older groups. Special note
should be taken of the RikJi and Busch (1986) study ~use these researchers not only
compared old active and in:tetivc subjttts to young active and inactive subjects, but they also
included old golfers. Golfis considered to be a non-strenuous activity that does not make
excessive canliovLlscu[ar demands nor excessive muscular dem;lI1ds (fox. Dowers. & Foss.
19119). the reaction times of tile old golfers fell between the old aetive and the old inactive
subjects.
Other studies :1150 found evidence linking physical activity 10 faster reaction timelll
in older adults (Clarkson.-5mith &. Hartley. 1989. 1990). These studies. however. did not
compare subjects across age groups. instead age was used as a cavari:ltc. In both studies age
and cxercise were found to affect each performance v3riable (i.e.• rC3Ction time) direc.tly.
Indirect effects of age on performance. mediated through exercise. \vefe also found. Thus.
the main hypothesis of these studies. th3t exercise contributes to cognitive performance, was
supported.
In addition to faster reaction times. improved cognitive performance has been
uemonstrtllcd through tasks that require effortful processing and tasks that measure fluid
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rather lhan cryslallized intcllil;ence. I Cross-sectional studies providc cvidcncc for nn
association bel\vcm chronic exercise and lhcsc cogniti\'c ml.':lSUrt:S. For cxnmplc. Ilowdl and
Pohndorf (1971) studied 71 men betwen the ag.es of 34 mld 75 and compared exercisers
(running for al least lhrtt yem) to non-exereiscrs (relatively sct.Icntary during this time) 011
a measure of fluid intelligence. These researchers lound some suppan (thoul;h not
statistically significant) for un association belwcen exercise and bellcr lluid illtc11il:\cnce.
Stronger support lor Ihis association has since been li1\md (Chod7.ko-ZlIjko. Shuler.
Solomon. Heinl. & Ellis. 1992; Dustman ct al.. 1990: Elsnycd. ISl1lt1il. & Yllung. \lJRO;
Spirduso et oIl.. 1988).
Elsaycd, Ismail. and Young (1980) compared hil:\h- lind low-lit subjl.'Cts acros." two
age groups, young (m~n age=25) and old (mean age=53), Fitness was assessed using
physiological values including VO~max. High-fit subjects were shown 10 have significantly
higher scores for fluid intelligence than their age-malched peers. Fitness level was not found
to be related to crystallized intelligence. TIle DU~1man ct al. (1990) study ur.c..'d similar
procedures and confirmed these findings with imp~oV\.'ffit.'l1ts shown in reaction time. Stroop
colour interference. symbol digit, and trails B (this study has lliready been described in the
discussion on improved reaction time).
, Crystalli:ted intelligence is sllown in tasks requiring lant::ua~e ~kills and lhe utili7.lllion nr kmg
establishcd habits (Canell. 1943). Fluid intelligence is shown in tMb R:quiring ~llSQl'imotorCllOl'dination, new
learning, and speedy performance (Cattell, 1943). Fluid intelligence is I:cncrally lboughtlo ~ow a rast inc:JeMe
inperfonnance,::mcarl)'pcak,andlr3pidde-clineduringaduhhoodandlging(Ricgcl,1917).
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The Spirc.luso ct a!. (1988) study supported the above lindings in measurements of
reaction time und fluid intelligence. A discrcpancy·bctw.:en the Dustman ct a!' (1990) study
aod the Spirduso ct al. (1988) study was found. however, in regards to two cognitive tasks:
symbol digit lmd trailmaking tasks. The latter researchers found thai physically active and
inactive people pcrfonncd similarly on these two tasks.
Chod7.kO-Zajko ct al. (1992) compared high- and low-fit subjects between the ages
of60 and 88. Fitness was assessed similarly to the OlTenbach. Chodzko·Zajko, and Ringel
(1990) ~tudy using a baltery of physiological measures thaI correlate well with V02rnax.
Subjects were nskcd 10 perform a variety of memory tasks that were distributed along an
nutomutic-to-cffortful continuwn. TIlc results showed that high·fit subjects performed better
on effortful tasks and 110 fitncss cffccts were lound on automatic tasks or on a test of
crystallizcd intelligence.
To summarize.thcse studies indicated that a lifestyle ofregulnr. chronic exercise was
nssociatcd with lastcr reaction limcs (Bnylor & Spirduso. 1988: Clarkson-Smith & Hartley,
1990; Dustman et al. 1990; Rikli & Busch. 1986; SpirduSQ. 1975: Spirduso & Clifford, t978;
SpirdlL~o ct at 1988) in older adults. This fitness effect was not as profound in young adults
(Clarkson. 1978: Rikli & Busch. 1986; Shay & Roth. 1992). Rescarchers found strong
support lor a relationship betwcen fitness Illatus and cognitive pcrfonnance on measures of
mental Oexibility and Ouid intelligence (Dustman ct al.. 1990: Elsayed. Ismnil. & Young,
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1980; Powell & Pohndorf. 1971) Of dTortful as opposed to uuton\:\Iic processing (Chod..!>o-
Zajko et al .• 1992) in elderly subjects. Spirduso ct ,'11. (1988) was the only stud)' \\1lCrc this
association was not supponed. Similar patterns were ohscrvcd using thl..-sc cognitive lask:;
as was seen in the reaction time studies. An association was found hctw,..en fitm.'SS :llld
cognitive performance on older subjects but this associ:llion W:lS not found with )'tIIlnl::er
adults (Christensen & Mackinnon. 1993: Stom:5 & Kozma. 1989a). Maintermllce IlfCNS
functioning in old ngc wos also found to be associ;lled with phy,o;icllllililess (Duslnl<ln cl al ..
1990).
Duslman. Emmerson. nnd Shearer (1994) noteU two fairly mhusl til\(lings lhal could
be token from the cross-sectional human studies:
(a) for most COBOitiveJneuropsychological measures. individll<lls who
maintained high levels of fitness performed better than pc.'Oplc who excrciJiCd
infrequently; (b) sttxlics that also included comparisons of young with older
adults demonstrated significant age elTccts on measures thai were shown ttl
differentiate high· from low·fit subjccts.
However. human cross-seclional sttxlies have one sevcre lim1tlllion. self-sck~tilln hias.
Because subjects are not randomly assigned to groups bUI inslca<.l arc self·selectcd.
differences may be due 10 faetors other than the participation in physical activity (e.g..
socioeconomic factors. or health h:lbils).
Effect,I' O{UWlf! cxerci.l'c .. ------.!.!!.
Evir/elU:e IIH'odflfillg c:hrol/ic e:cercisf! 1/1/1/ c:(}glli(i~'e pl!rformm/ce from human
il/lerveJII;ol/SlIId;e.\'
The lust set of studies reviewed by Dustm:m. Emmerson. and Shearer (1994) were
intervention studies using human subjects. 'n,e support for a relationship between endurance
exercise uno improved cognitive functioning wus not as strong when individuals were
rilndomly m;signed to i1ctive or inactive groups. Intervention studies using chronic exercise
generally involved selection ofvoluntecrs from l~e community who were reasonably hcalthy
for their age and randomly assigning them to an aerobie exercise group orlO a control group.
Dustman. Emmerson. and Shearer (1994) reviewed 13 studies and found only four that
reponed physical fitness tmining to have a benelicial circe! on response limes or on
eflicienry of cognitive processing (Dustman et 0.1.. 1984; Hawkins. Kramer. & Capaldi.
1992; Ismail & El-Naggcr. 1981; Rikli & Edwaras, 1991); seven of the studies found no
relationship between exercise and ncurocognitive functioning (l31umenthal et al.. 1989;
l1lumcnthal & Madden, 1988; Gitlin et 0.1., 1992; 1·lill, Slorandt. & Malley, 1993; Madden
ct al.. 1999; I'anlon. Graves. Pollock. Hagberg. & Chen, 1990; Pierce. Madden, Siegel, &
131umenthal. 1993); and the two remaining studies provided only weak or limited support for
11 relationship (Emery & Gatz. 1990; Hassmen, Ced. & Backman. 1992).
l3eginning ]irst with the studies that found exercise to hove an effect on rcoction times
or cognitive performance, Ismail and E1-Naggcr (1981) round improvements in successive
:lnd simultaneous modes of cognitive processing in middle-aged men after subjects
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participated in four months of regular jogging. or f\lllniul;. lmprovement~ were llotlloted lor
agc· and health-status matched control subjects over thc [(JUr-month duration. Fitm:s~ was
measured using VOlmax. Aerobically aClive subjects increm;ed their VO!rnax hy ,Ill average
0[19%.
Gains in VO~max (27%) wcre also noted in older stlhj~'Cts who were exposed 10 four
months of walking and thcse subjccts demonstrated suhstantial improvcment in cognitive-
neuropsychological functioning (Dustman et uL llJH4). I\emhically trainctl subjects
demonstrated improvements on simple reliction timc nnd on several other I,;ognitivc tasks
(e.g., the digit span, (lots. Stroop culour intcrlcrencc. ,llId critical 1llc\.:er lilsionlhrcshold
tests) wnCI, compared to control subjects.
These findings were supported in Rikli and &.Iward's (1991) study. Subjects were
older adults and were self-selected into exercisc and control groups. 'Illc exercisc group
participated in 36 months of a walking/dance cxcrcise protocol while the controls
participated in a hobby class for the snme durntion. Thc stcp test (numher of steps completcd
during a two minute period) was used to dctermine fitncss status. A 47% gnin in Jitness was
achieved on this tesl by thc exercised group. This study round that exercisers performed
better on simple and complcx reaction time tasks at positest whcn compared to controls.
The fourth study to show chronic exercise 10 have a positive ellecl un cognitive
performnnce was the Hawkins. Kramer. and Capaldi (1992) study. These researchers lound
J1
that only six weeks ofaquatics training was adequate 10 see some cognitive improvements
in older adults. Fitness training effects were not measured in this study.
Two studies found weak or limited support for the findings from the pn:vious four
Siudies. Emery and Gall (1990) studied lhe effects offOUt months oftlcrobic exercise on
J1!>ycholog,ical and cognitive well-being in a group orclder adults. Subjects were randomly
lIssigncd \0 one oflhrcc groups: an nc:robic exercise training group, a social activity control
group, or a waitins list group. The exercise program included 20 to 2S minutes ofnerobic
exercise and was held three times a week, yet evidence of improved physiological
functioning was minimal. However, among the exercise group, reductions in diastolic blood
pressure were found to be 1't".lo.tcd to greater \\.Titing speed and increased milStery. Decreased
weight among exercisers was colttlated with enhanced performance on two tests of writing
speed (copying numbers and words). Thus., the association of improved physiological
functioning with increased cognitive functioning and m:astery \\'3$ consistent with lhc studies
previously cited. but clearly the support is weak.
Hassmcn, Ccci. and Backman (1992) conducted the s«ond study that was cited in
the Dustman, Emmerson, and Shearer (1994) review as providing limited support for an
nssociation between physical activity and cognitive functioning. These rcsearchers assessed
exercise intensity using the Ratings of Perceived Exercise (RPE) scale devised by Borg
(1970).1be RPE scale was a subje<:ti\'c rating scale which has been used to regulatc exercise
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intensity. The sample include~ 32 healthy oldl:r women. Th~ subjccts were assigned 10 either
an exercise group or a non-exercised control gnlllp anu subdiviul:u into tWI' diflcrcn\ age
groups, 55·65 and 66·75 years. The exercise protocol consisted ofthree months ol'lwlking
at three self-rated intensities ofexercise. VO!ma.-.: lVas USl'ti <IS an olJjeetive l111.·a.~ure \lffitness
and improvements of II % on average were found for exerciseu subjects, Four cOllnitivc
tasks were given including: a face recognition task. simple reaction limc_ cUillplcx rcaction
time, and digit span. Improvements were found in digit Sp<l" pcrlomlance after training, in
the exercise groups but not in the controls. TIll'SC improvements wcre not replicateu fur the
reaction time tasks or the foce recognition task.
Despite these positive findings, seven other studies did not find that aerobic exercise
training had a beneficial effect on neuroeogni\ivc functioning, unu those dlungcs in litness
wcre only minimally related to positive chanllcs in cognitive functioning. For example.
Blumenthal and eolleogues have dOllCa series of studies (B1ulllenthal cl aI., 1989,1991;
Blumenthal & Madden, 1988; Blumenthal, Schol,;ken. Nccuels. & Ilindle, 1982u;
Blumenthal, Williams, Needels, & Wallace, Ma~dcn et aI., 1989) luoking llttltc elTccl~ of
aerobic exercise training on psychological, behaviouml, alld cognitive functioning. In 1988,
Blumenthal and Madden looked at theerrect ofthrce months of jogging, on reaction time of
middle~agcdadults. The results did not5how 0 change in reliction lime as a re5ult ofexercise
training, however, arelationship between VO~ma.~ and reaction time was noloo at pretc.~ting.
Reaction timc was faster forsubjccts who had a higher V01max. In 1989, thl'SC rr,;scarchcrs
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did two studies both of which did nol find ps)'chologicnl or cognitive perfonnancc had
changed in older subjects after four months of aerobic Il"Jining on a bicycle crgometer. It is
interesting \0 note that in both studies subjects perceived they had improved on several
measures. Subject reported improvements have been found in other studies Ihat did not find
a corresponding objc<:live improvement (Pierce et aL, 1993; Hill. Stornndl, & Malley, 1993).
Inlhe Hill,Slorandt,und Malley (J993)s1udy, although there was Rochange found formosl
measures, the data suggested that exercise may have enhanced memory which declined in
the non-exercised control subjects.
Thercarc severol possible explanations for why there are not consistent findings in
the intervention studies. For example, the duration of the exercise trainil1g may not be
suffieiem to consistently observe Inemrurablc changes in CNS whi.:h can be demonstrated
through cognitive behaviour. Another factor that ~ay be of importance is the age at which
individuals begin a routine of regular exercise. l1lere is some evidence that theabilily ofthe
older brain \0 undergo neurobiological changc is rednced (Mon, 1993; Black, Polinsky, &
Grc<:nough, 1989; TUrner, Hale, Lawler, & Strong, 1992). lllUs. an exercise program started
at a younger age may prove to be of more benefit to CNS functioning than an exercise
program started in old age. Spirduso and Asplund (1995) suggested that practice effects
could be another explanation for the discrepant findings. These authors suggested that the
intervention studies that have shown an improvement in cognitive pcrfonnance may actually
be measuring acquisition of skills ncecssary to perform the cognitive tasks rather than
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measuring the effects or exercise. Despite the more tentative findings (If lhe hUnlllll
intervention studies, the evidence presented lrom the lmimal studies and lhe cross-sectional
human studies provide ample evidence ror an association betwccn chronic strenuous exercise
and cognitive functioning, It is the interest or this paper. however, to attempt to determine
lhe lowesllevel ofexercise that is needed to produce improvements in cognitive Jimctioning.
thus. research looking at non-strenuous exercise is also assessed.
EI'idence associatillg cltronic "O"-.ftrel"IOII~·e.\'ercise mId C'ugllitiw petfilTmtll'Cl!
There has been some limited resellTch done on the effects of non-strenuous exercise on
cognitive functioning in the elderly. SpasofT el al. (197&) reported thai 64% or nursing hume
residents "sat for hours doir"1 nothing". These rcsemchers also round that nner a year in the
institution, individuals be1:amc even more inactive. It is unlikely thai inactive, older
individuals will be motivated to udhere to a litness regime that requires quite strenuous
activity, DeVries (1970) recommended vigorous walking for 30 to 60 minutcs daily. A
litness program such as this is often viewed as too strenuous lor the lrail elderly. 'l11Us, older
adults are often prescribed a training program consisting of regular non-strenuous stretching
exercises.
There have been relatively few studies that have investigulcl! the crrects of multiple
doses ofnon~strenuous exercise. The sludies using chronic bouts of non-slrenuous exercise
are also difficult to interpret because of the variability in the number of bouts, thc intensity
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of exercise, <lntl lhe initinl functioning level of subjects. Despite these challenges. some
studies have indicated improvements in physiological and cognitive functioning aBer chronic
non-strenuous exercise.
Powell (1974) conducted an intervention study to investigate lhe effects of exercise
therapy upon cenoin cognitive and behavioural characteristics of institutionalized geriatric
menIal patients. Subjects were screened prior (0 admission to the program and were
disqualirictJ from participating based on three health factors: (1) hypertension. (2) history of
heart trouble for which drugs were being administered. and (3) debilitating arthritis. For this
study, subj~c'~ were divided into two treatment groups <lnd one control group. One of the
treatment groups participnted in 12 weeks of "mild exercise including brisk wnlking lind
calisthcnics and rhythmical movements involving large muscle movement of the anns. legs,
and trunk." (p. 158). Powell did not indicate whether this exercise program led to improved
litness. however. given the limitations of the subject population (i.e.. geriatric. menIal
patients). it is likely lhat the exercise protocol was non-strenuous. The second treatment
group participated in 12 weeks »f social therapy including arts and crafts work. social
intcmction. music therapy. and game playing with no accompanying physical activity. Both
thempy groups met for one hour periods. five days per week.
The results of this study showed significant improvements in the Progressive
Malriccs Test ruld the Wechsler Memory Scale in the exercise group compared to the control
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group and the social thcrJpy group. No signilieant dillcrenccs were lou11I1 for th~ third
cognitive lest. the Memory.for-Dcsigns(MFD) lest. nor for eith~r nfthc 111'(\ hchavinuml
scales. Thus, this study provided cvidenee that chronic non-strenuous exercise Illlly be
associated with improved cognitive funelioninJ in an illstitlltionlllizcd clderly sample.
Myers and Hamilton (1985) evalu.ltcd lhe Ci.\Ilauial\ Red Cruss Soci~ty"s Fun and
Fitness Program. a program dcsigned for reasonably healthy but inactive scnior cili7.en~ who
wish to have n 1l10re active lifestylc. TI1C program consisted III' prescribed wann-llp and COlli-
down periods as well as strctching, Ilexibility. gencmlmohility, .md luw-intensity aerobic-
typeexercise.~ which involved slow rhythmic movements using all body parts. Classes were
conductedllpproximatcly once a weck amllaslctl approximately one and 11 hillfto Iwo hours.
The stated objectives of the program as stntcd in Myers and Hamilton's (1911S) evahmtion
were as follows: (I) to facilitate physical, emotional, and intellectual well-being; (2) 10
maintain supplencssso that cvcryday activities relllllin possihle; (3) to hring ahoul .1 general
improvement in physical condition; (4) to incrcnse knowledgc and control orthe hoUY; and
(5) to facilitale enjoyable interaction in a. group sctling. There were threc gwufls ofelderly
subjects included in lhe study: seniors from lhe communilY. seniors living in seniors'
apartment complexes, and institutionalized seniors. 'l1tere were no stllrt-up gtOUl's available
during Ihe study-period, so a true intervention design could not he used. Instead. a qua.<;i.
experimental design was used where the groups were cumpared to those (Ifolher resear<.:h
samples and to survey data of seniors in the gcneml population on physical activity paltems,
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Outcome variables included iI physical assessment, patlcrns of physical activities. activities
ofdllily living, social functioning, and cognitive functioning.
Although oneoflhestalcd purposes ofthc exercisc protocol in Myers and Hamilton's
(1985) study was to improve physical condition, the resuhs of this study did not find a
relationship between length of time in thc progr<lll1 and thc physical variables which included
grip strength, shoulder flexibility. ba1:mcc. hip flexibility. lind bending. One explanation
Myers and l-hunilton provided for this finding was thai lhccxcrcisc protocol was not frequent
enough. Therefore, this exercise protocol could be considered non-strenuous Olccordinll to the
definition provided at (~C beginning oflhis paper.
Benefits were observed on some of the other outcome variables ill this study. For
example. a [lOsitive relationship between length of time in the program and increased
participation in other physical activities was found. Mycrs and Hamilton (1985) provided a
psychological process madelIa explain the results. They concluded that the Fun and Fitness
class, I;iven the increased physical participation of the Silmple as a whole, acted as a
motiv3tor. TIte findings indicated a positive relationship between length of time in the
program and perceptions of improvemenI. or 3t least mainlenance of one's capabilities in
pcrlormingnelivilicsofdaily living for all tltree sumple groups. Avail3bilityand familia."ity,
but also similarities belween particip3nls with respect to background and interests. nrc put
forth as possible explanations for the observed improvement in social functioning.
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tn terms of cognitive funclioning. Myers and I-Iamiltoll (19R5) assessed two memory·
related tasks using n l;slof20 words. Lcngth oflinlc in the Fun "Ill! Fitness progrtlll\ was
found to be a highly significant predictor of recognition scores. Allhoug.h this timlin!; wns
not duplicated for recoil scores, this associotion approached significance. The fllsearchers
postulated thot many of the recommended exercises fn:qlllliltly used in the c1aSSllS may
indirectly foster cognitive stimulation by ellcouroging sueh skills as concellirntinn, recall, :ll1d
drawing associations. It should (lIsa be notoo tlUlt it is possible thai recognition lusks were
practiced more on a daily basis and this result mllY rencel Ihc resist,lIlee to llgr d<..'leriomlion
ofoverpractieed tasks as suggested by the TOPE model.
Stacey, Kozma. and Slones (1985) cvaluuted the dTects ora similar exercise prolocol
on simple cognitive pcrfonnanee and on psychological well.being in pcrSOll.'(l11ore than tiny
years of age. This study was unique in assessing Ule clTects of non·strenuous exercise
because it comp:lrcd 29 new rnembersofa senior's fitness group to 37 members who had
been aetive for a year or more. TIle mean :lge of the two groups was 58 and 62 respectively.
Cognitive performance was assessed by measuring reaction time <lnd by the Digit Symbol
sub·test of the WAI8. Psychological measures included the Memorinl University of
Newfoundland Scale of Happiness (MUNSH) (Ko...m<l & Stones, 19RO) alllithe Hpiclhcrger
State and Trait Anxiely Inventories (Spielberilcr, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1975). Subjects were
initially tested wilhin three weeks of thtl fllll restart of the exereise program. Subjecl'> were
tested again six months later. The fitness program consisted of <I weekly exercise period of
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one hour. A briefw:lOn-up period ....'as follov.w by a I\;1lfhour of flexing, balancing, and
.:1CrObic activity. The remainder of lhe exercise time was spenl on self-monitored swimming.
This exercise protocol .....as eon....idcrcd non-slrcnuous because of the frequency of the
e:cercisc. As I have previously stated. aerobic bcnefi!S were only expected if exercise was
performed at least three limes a week (I\CSM_ 1986). Fitness assessments included
measurements of weight. l1exibility, balance. and aerobic power. Three measurements
improvcd from pretest to postlest: flcxihility, balance. and activity level. Improvement in
aerobic power was not found. The researchers postulated that one scssion a week wus
insufficicnt to prcxlucc a change on this variablc. So wc can conclude lhatthis study assessed
n lIon-strcnuous cxercise program.
The co~itiYC and psychological findings from the St:scey. Kozma.:tnd Stones (1985)
study rcvealed m:lin pretest to posItesL effects on reaction timeMd the digit symbol task and
a main group dT«t on reaction time and group by pretcst to paStiest interactions of
happiness and trait anxiety. l1le interactions on the psychological variables indiCOlted that
new members improved their level ofhappincss to the level ofold members. The group and
treatment main cITccts on reaction timc indicated that initial advantages by experienced
exercisers werc maintaincd. The presence of pre-treatment dilTerenccs in favour of the
experienced exercisers make it unlikely that the changes were solely due to practice.
Improvement on the digit symbol task by both groups was consistent with an overall finding
that exercise can inhibit loss in perfonnance on simple cognitive tasks. However, a lack of
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a statistically significant group main effeet on pcrlbnnance on the di~it symbol Illsk or a
group by treatment interaction on this task makes it dinicult 10 rule (luI pmetiee as the
explanatory ftlctor for this finding. Thus. although this study providt'i.! evidenc.e ·thnt
suggested chronic non~strenuous exercise was associated with smne physiological and
psychological benefits the evidence suggesting that non-strenuous exercise was reluled to
cognitive improvements was inconclusive.
Stevenson and Topp t1990) studied the elrccts or a ni ne-month. llluderate-intensity
cxercise program (60-70% VOlmtlx) and a nine-month. low~illtensilY e.'<crcisc program
(20-40% VOlma.'\() on a volunteer sample of individuals over the age 01'60. 'nle purpose of
studying two levels of exercise intensity was to delcrmine the lowest level of exercise tlmt
will produce improvements in quality oflifc. The researchers measured quality oflife by
measuring life sati.~faction. health perception. self-reported sleep patterns. mental status, and
selected cardiovascultlr parameters. This S\uuy docs not provide evidence that indicated
moderate-intensity exercise was superior to low-intensity exerciscoll tmy ofthese variablc.o;.
The study reported improvements in a variety of areas in hoth exercise conditions including:
self-reported sleep, health pcrcertions. cardiovascular lilncss, oxygen consumption, and
maximum work capacity. Mental status Was one of the measured outcome factors and was
measured using the Strub and Black (1977) menIal status test which is un adaptation of the
Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) (1972); other cognitive It'Sls included visual reproduction.
digit span. verbal memory, and verbal pairs (association) tests (Weschler, 1987). The results
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indicated improvements in allentionlconcentration for both groups ",ith no difference
between the two intensity Groups. Short-term memory function showed a similar pattern.
Therefore. higher cognitive functioning was shown to improve over lime for both groups.
The lest fonns and problems presented each time were varied 10 decrease tcst-efTect bias.
Thus. specific cognitive improvements were oot· evalu:llcd. Although this study did not
compare these two exercise groups to a non-exercised control group the results provided
slime indic:llion IMl implementation of chronic non-strenuous c.xcrcisc mllY elicit similar
long-lcnn improvements ns docs more strenuous exercise.
Firnl11y, an cxpcrimcnlllJ groupof20 elderly subjects who participated in eight weeks
of non-strenuous llCfObic exercise WllS compared 10 27 subjects who maintained their usual
level of activity in 01 study conducted by Mills (1994). The excrcise program consisted of
stretching and strengthening chair exercises. The results of this study showro an increase in
ncxibility of the ankles and the right knee. Howc\'eJ'. no significant difference was found in
muscle stn::ngth. Lblanec WlIS another outcomc'vannble in this study. Balance can be
considered an indicator ofCOI:Jlitive functioning. as good balance requires both cognitive and
motor skills such toot central monitoring of fcedback from multiple-body systems is coupled
with com:ctive muscular oction (Stones & Kozma. 1988). A significant difference in balance
WllS found between lhe cxpcriment:lI group and control group with an improvement of22%
noted for the experimental group.
Therefore. of six studies that looked :II chronic non·stn.:nuous exercise. all showl,.'d
at least some indication for improved cognith'c functioning. "nlCn.: \\\.'f"C cl,.'ltain limitiltions
to the design ormosl orthe studies. I'O\~'CII (1974) u.<;t.'d 31rue intel"l'tfltion~ign.IKlwc\'Cr.
the sample was geriatric mcnUlI p3licnts and thus. it is diffieuh 10 gl,.'l\Cr.dizc frumthis unique
group. The Myers and Hamilton sludy (19&5) wn." a quasi-\.'Xpcrimentul dc.~ign. Sllbj~'Cts
wcre nol randomly assil;ncd. bUI rather were sclf-~1ccled inlo Ihe exercise pmgmm and:l
cor.trol group WIlS nOI [1Ossible. 130lh Ihe Stacey. KU"lJllil. aud St\lIl\",\ (I IlKS) sillily ;llld the
Stevenson and Topp (1990) study could not rule alit practice tiS an expl:matory liletm tilr
cognitive difTerences beeause neither study used a nnn-exercised comparison grnup and the
two intensity groups bolh showed improvements. Clearly, bcll~'f dcsigocd studies arc
necessary to dctenninc whether or not chronic non·strenuous cxerci~ is a.'iSOCiatl'd with
cognitive improvements. butl~ studies provide alleast an indicalion thattherc may. in
foct. be such i1ll association.
Acute Exercise and Cognitivr Performance
Given these conclusions. the purpose orlhe CUlTCnl study bl'COmcs particuhuly eh:dlenging.
The purpose of this study is 10 investigate the efTeels of:l single dose uf nnn-strenuuus
exercise on the cognitive performance of the fr:lil elderly. A prete~l-posllcsl wnlml gruup
design is a true experimental de.~ign (Campbell &. Stanley, 1%3) lind differences hclwcen
groups can indicate 0. clear relationship belween non-strenuous exercise and cognitive
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functioning. A weakness in this design, however. is that withoul comparing across age
groups, agc cflt'Cts cannot bc established.
F:vidl!tlcl!from ,I'i"gll! (1r}.I'1! il/tervellliol/ studies (flcute llOl/*slrellllOllS c:cercise)
'!llcrc has becn evidence that links a single dose of cxercise to a short-lerm. gain on some
cognitive tasks hut not othcrs. A single dose exercise protocol facilitates a randomized
cuntrol design, It is unclear from the research which types of cognitive tasks might be
inlluenced hy non-strenuous exercise, Also. the duration of the effects is not apparent.
Diesfeldt and DicslcllJt-Groenendijk (1977) used a single dose excrcisc intervention
design on an institutionalized elderly population (average age 82) who were suffcring from
memory disorders or were disoriented. These researchers found a positive relationship
between acute exercise and memory performance. In this study, subjects in the experimental
condition participated in "movement therapy". Mcvement therapy consistcd ofa 40-minute
exercise session that included IS-minutes of light bending and stretching for the arms, legs
and trunk and also a gnme consisting of throwing and kicking a large ball. The exercise
protocol did not lead to an increasc in the fitness of the subjects. During the prelest, the
TCSl'Ufchers tested both groups under identical circumstances, Subjects were tested a second
lime (postles!) four weeks after the pretcsting, During the sccond testing session, tcsting
occurred shonly aftcr Ihe exercise session for the cxercise group. lbree psychological tests
were used: an immediate free-recall lask. a tcst for visuomotor coordinalion, and a
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recognition t:1Sk. The reiults indicntC'd impro\'emt..-nt in the rrcc-n:c:!lItCSl for the exereise
condition when compared to the control condition. TIlis improved recall capacity was not
accompanied by a comparable dunge ill rC'COg"ition c:!pacity. RL'Cognition pcrfOm\3ncc
remained st:!ble in the exercise group and sometimes even decrc3Sl.:d as in the control group,
Diesfeldt and Diesfeldt-Grocnendijk suggested that improved retrieval was demonstmted in
reallt:1Sks and was not demonstrated in recognition ta.~ks. Recognition tasks provided the
subject with a restricted selection oralternatives and also. because the item to hi.: rcclllo;nizcd
was prescntcrl, only a fnint or incomplete Ir:1Ce \Vas required to respond correctly. '[1le
conclusion drawn from this study was that cxcrcise as a thcmpcutic intervention can he
beneficial to the mental and cognitive functioning ofdcmcnted elderly.
Molloy, Beerschoten, Borrie. Crilly, and Cape (1988) found similar results when they
investigated the acute efTC(;ts ofc:<ercisc on memory, mood, and cognitive function following
a 4S-minute c:<ercise condition versus a 45-minute control condition. 'nil.' exercise protocol
was not vigorous enough to maintain a mised heart mle. was not intended to improve
cardiovascular fitness, nnd was only administered onCt:. Mcmory and cognitive tests included
a recognition test. the digit symbol test. the digit span tesl, a 10ijical memory test. a category-
prompted word fluency test (the SET test, Isaacs & Akhtar. 1972), a mood test, a depression
scale, lind a mini mentill stllte exwninntion. ·nle results indicuted that thcrt; was improvement
following exercise for the logical memory lest but ~imilar improvements were not found on
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any of the other cognitive tests. This improvement indicated enhanced short-tenn memory
following mild cxcreise.
Stones and Dawe (I993) also used a single dose intervention design where the
intervention consisted of II non-strenuous e.'(erdse protocol on an elderly population. This
exercise intervention consisted of D. single IS-minute bout of mild exercise. The subjects in
this study were institutionalized and the subjr.:cts were older than in previous studies, (i.e.,
mainly persons in their eighties). The researchers rnndomly assigned subjects to either an
excrciw condition or a control condition. In the exereise condition. subjects participated in
the cxercises while the subjects in the control condition viewed a IS-minute vidco of similar
exercises. Hie subjects completed three: cognitive tasks: a category-prompted word fluene:y
task(adaptcd from the SET test Isaacs & Akhtar, I972}. a consonant-prumptcd wold fluency
task (similar to the C1tegory-prompted task except initial\etter Cltegories were used), i1nd the:
Jiiymbo\ digit task. (similar to the digit symboltllSk ofthc WAIS only the larget items wtte
symbols 1lIld the response items were digits}. Tlle researchers administered these tests Ilt
pretest. inuncdiate posttest and de1:lyr..'d posnest. The e.'tercise group performed significantly
beller than the control group on the category-prompted task when measured immediately
following the intervcntion. Tllis difference was nOI found on the delayed posltest or on any
Ilthcrl:lsk.
Thus, thcre are indications that cven very shari durations of :lCUlc cxcrcisc Illay he
capable of eliciting SllllM-term cognitive improvemcnts in somc groups. Cl:lrilieation is still
needed to detcnnine which types or cognitive functIOning arc affcctcd and which llrc not.
Where there is an effect. it is not app3l'cnt from the litcrature how lnng thcse clTeel5lnst.
The association betwl't:n exercise and cognitive functioning rcmains cquivocal. 'nlc
reviews ofthe studies investigating chronic and acute exercise lind impruvclIlents in some
areas of cognitivc functioning and not in others. [t is flossihle thaI thcre is a general
activating influence due to the exercisc that stimulates neurophysiological functioning
(Diesfeldt & Diesfeldt·Oroenendijk, 1977), l1owever, this would not cXfllain why therc is
not a general improvement across all tasks. There may be dilTcrences in the eOiluitivc
demands between the tasks. This is the ('..rise for most of the tasks. Thc recall task (Diesfcldt
& Diesfcldt·Grocnendijk), the logical mcmory task (Molloy et aI., 19R8), and the catcgory-
prompted word fluenc)' test (Stones & Dawc, 1993) all ~equirc the usc of retrieval. The two
word fluency tests used in the Stones and Dawe study (1993) uscd two different prompts: the
first used semantic cues and tile second, consonant cucs. Only the tcst llsing semantic cues
elicited an improvement. There has been evidence suggesting that storage of attribute codes
according to meaning becomes comparativcly more important with age and that storngc,
according 10 slructure! attributc codes, becomes less prevalent (Schonlidd & Stones, [(79).
The differences found in the Slonesand Dawe(1993) study may be due to thesc cugnitive
differences. Thus, the TOPE model may best explain these differenecs; improvements arc
observcd only in the tasks that arc overprncticed. Another possibility is lhal ifaeute exercise
illlS lin aetivlIting effect, thcn this effett is very short-lived. No differences were found
between the category-prompted task and the other tllsks on the 30·minute delayed posttest.
This indicates that :lny possible enhllncement effects had already been extinguished. The
gains observed on the elltcgory-promptcd task could be due to eithcr cxercise-induced
arousal or to social facilitation associated with the intervention. Since the exercise
intervention was associated with II smll]l but significant increase in heart rate of two beats
pcr minute, there was some support that arousal did occur. This does not eliminate the
possibility ofnn interaetioll betwecn the exercise instructor nnd the subject; the interaction
between the instructor and the participant was much less in the control condition than in the
exercise condition.
A further weakness in the design of the Stones nod Dawe (1993) study is that the
rescnrchcrs did not vary lite order of the tests. The catcgory-prompted test was always
presentl.-d first. II is therefore unclear whether the duration orlhe effect may have only lasled
for n few minulcs or if the differences ,-:ere due to ~irrering cognitive demands ofthe various
tests. Further research is nccessary to sort out some of these inconsistencies.
The I'resent Study
Evidence supporting an association between aeute non-strcnuous exercise and cognitive
function appcllrs to be less conclusive than the evidence supporting a link of chronic
exercise. However. as is apparent from the Stevenson and Tupp (19<)() lindillJ;. improvement
in fitness [evel may be nchieved from even very'mild exerci~. It h pl)ssiblc tlmt elderly
populations are more sensitive to acute bouls ofexercise. As this review has shown. T\:scarch
with older populations has provided evidence that positive effeet!'i Cllil he achieved in SOl\1e
areas ofcognitive functioning.
The purpose of the prcsent study is 10 rurther invcstigale the pusitive dTeets IOllnd
in elderly populntions regarding cognitive limctioning nnd 10 ulternpllu answer snme urthe
questions already presented. 111e present study will ul\emptto replic:lle the resulls lilUnd in
the Stones and Dawe (1993) study. TItis study will: (I) control the enects uftm:k order. (2)
help to clarify the timc parameters of the benefit, and (3) assess the cHeet 011 dill'crenl
physical activity levcls. The hypothesis that will be tested is that acute non-strenuous
exercise le<lds to short-tenn cognitive improvements demonstrated through II clltcgory-
prompted word fluency task. No predictions arc made concerning the cnnsollunt-prompted
word fluency task because it is unclear from the original study if the l:lck ofelleels was due
to task order effects.
The study uses a pretest-pasttest control design. The interventions, hoth the exercise
protocol and the video used in the control conditions, arc thc S:lmc Wi those useu in the
Stones mld Dawc study (1993). A measure of heart rale will be taken to tcst lilr lin exercise
effect. By administering only one cognitive task to each participant. I will control ror ta.~k
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order. I will usc the same two cognitive tusks that were used in the original study: the
category-prompted word fluency task ilod the consommt·promptcd word fluency task. To
help clarify the time parameters orthe benefit. a mCllSlIremcnl is taken 30 minutes after the
intervention. Since c1rcets from ncute exercise were not always fbund for healthy individuals,
I will measure activity propensity. This study will investigate the relationship between
aClivity propensity and the degree of improvl,.'{\ pcrlbnnancc on the category-prompted word
lluclley lcst. A repeated measures ANOVA will be used \0 assess the hypothesis. The
hypothesis will be supported if a statistically significant between group interaction of
exercise and the number ofwords generated on the category-promptcd word Ouency task is
found. [t is expectcd that ira difference is found. the difference will be more profound for
subjects with a lower activity propensity.
Effects ofDClI/l! e:rcrcisl!.
Subjects
l\-lETIIOIl
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FiOy-nine subjects volunteered from three nursing homes in St. John·s. Newfoundland. I
recruited 20 subjects from both the Agnes Pratt 1I0me and St. Luke's lIome. Nineteen
subjects were recruited from Glenbrook Lodge. 'Illcse humes hUllS\: patients in need of
varying care (e.g., nurses controlling medicntion to ehmnic cure). Volunteers recruited 1(lr
this study required the least amount ofcarc in the respective homes. I was awnrc that most
of the volunteers ale dinner in a central dining room with other residents from the homes
(this information was not formally collected for purposes of this study, however, many
interviews were scheduled aOer meals). lllere \YCI'C v-,uiations in the amount ofcare n:quiral
by the subjects. The slnffprovided me with a list of potential subjects from each home. I
instructed the staffth:lt potential subjects should be mentally Cllpablc of understanding tile
purpose of the sll.K1y and physically capable ofcomplcting thcexerci,;c protocol ifllL'CCSS:Iry.
The staffwas shown the exercise intervention and potential subjects \YCTC eliminated if tile
intervention was fclt to be too laxing for that individu:aJ. Mental competency WlL" scn:enL-d
using the Short Mental Status Questionnnin:, (Robertson. Rockwood & Stolee, (982).
Subjects were told thilt they milY be asked to perform sume light stretching exereises Ilnd
must be capable of moving short distances independently (i.e.. the distance lhat euuld be
traveled in approximately two minutes with minimal a.'isistancc or. ira walker or wheelchair
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was required then the subject must be capable of using the aid independently). Past
researchers h;Jve determined tllat the exercise intervention is safe for frail elderly individuals
(Stones & D'lwc, 199).
The 'lgc oflhe subjects ranged from 72 years to 98 yeors. The average age of the
participants was 84.22 (sd.:::5.73) with a mooian age or85. Eighty-eight percent (0"'52) of the
s'lmple was femole compared to 12% (n.:::.7) who were male. Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of four conditions. There were two' experimental conditions and two control
conditions in the study.
Materials
Materials consistcd orthe Short Mental Stmus Questionnaire, two cognitive ability tasks, a
heart mtc monitor, and the SENOTS Progrillll and l3auery. Samples ofall the paper measures
nrc provided in Appendix I.
TI,e SllOrl Mellta/ $latllS QI/cstiollllaire
The tcSl-rctest reliability of the Shan Menial S.latus Questionnaire is 0.89 (Robenson,
Rockwood & Stolec. 1982). This test has also been validated against a physician's clinical
assessment (Robertson, Rockwood & Stolee, 1982).
Efficts ofaCl/te ~~ci!l! _
Cogllitive tasks
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The present study :llso utilized two cogniti,'c ahility l;l~k~. Th~ lirstta~k was a category·
prompted word·fluency task which was alro u~ed in th~ Ston~s and Dawc (11)1))) study.
Subjects were prompted \0 list as many ilems in ~:Ieh of lour e:ttegmies (i.e.• colours,
animals, fruits :lnd towns) llmt they ean think orin 60 ~eonds.Th~ test used illlh~ Stolles
and D:lwe (1993) study WllS adllpted from the SET test. 1\ highly signilicant enrrcllliioll has
been lound between the original SET test and other psychologicllll~sts. including the Mill
Hill vocabulary scale. Raven's progressivc colourcd matriccs :mu thc Crichton rilting scale
(Isaacs & Akhlar, 1972), The second task was a conronant-prompted word !lucne)' task. This
,ask was very similar 10 Ihe category-prompted task only subjects nrc asked to list tIS 1II11ny
items that thcy can think of starting with a particular [elter of tile alphabet (c.g.. T, D. 1'. M).
Subjects were prompted using the same four prompts in thc smne onler at all three testing
times in both the category-prompted and the consonant-plompted word Ilueney lests. Eaeh
of the four prompts is retcrred to as II trial in this study.
HeQTtratf!
Heart mte was assessed in order to delemline whether or l10ttherc was llny improvement in
fitness using a heart rotc monilor that attaches 10 the subjects' finger.
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SENors program ami bnflery
'lbc SENOTS b..11tCry includes five dimensions. thc MUNSH (a happiness/depression scale),
linancial hardship, physicul symptoms. activity limitations. and activity propensity
(MUNAIS). The MUNAIS fcsl and the measure ofactivity limitations were used to control
for the varying nbility levels of the subjects. Stones and Koma (1989b) assessed the
reliability orille live subscnlc50fthc SENOTS progrum and battcr:/. These researchers found
Ihal the alpha levels for all the subsea!cs exceed ,0.73 with the c.~ccption oflhe Financial
Hardship subsea!c (Stones and Kozma 198%), The reliability coefficients fC'" the five
subsealcs were: MUNSH a.=.92; Financial Hardship «=.67; Physical Symptoms a.=.78;
Activity Limitiltion 11"'.91; MUNAIS a c .79. The SENOTS scale proved capable of
distinguishing between community and institutionalized elderly, thus providing evidence for
concurrent validity.
"roccdurc
II. proposal of the study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty
of Science at t\~emori:ll University of Newfoundland. Appendix II provides the approval
form.
[ approached the administrators at three nursing homes in the 51. John's,
Ncwloundland area. I presented each administrator with a briefoutline ofthe proposed study.
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I informed the nuministrator what would be expected from the subjects. The administrator
was provided with samples ofall the materials used and the purpose of cneh wns explained.
In addition. the exercise protocol was described. to the administrator l1S involving "light
stretching exercises" performed while scntcd nod IWo minutes or w'llking. Tin:: lldminislr..1lor
was also asked to provide a testing room tlml access In u televisioll .mti a VCR. Each
administrator signed a consent fonn indieOlling their lilll knowledge lUld co.npcratitlll in the
project. A sample of the ndministtiltor consenl form is presented in APPCl1<lix 111.
I approached subjects on an individual basis wilh the exceptilln (If the Sl. I,uke's
Home. Potential participants from the 81. Luke's Ilome :lUended n group presentation.
Names were collected at the presentation and I apprunehed subjects illllividuully in the weeks
following the presentation.
I introduced myself to each subjcctand stated that I wa.~ from Ille Gemnt{\lu~y Centre
at Memorial University. The subject was asked whether or not he or she would he Interested
in participating in a study Ihllt I was conductin~ us part uf my program. The l}lltentinl
subjects were told the amount oftime that would be required (une halfhuur meeting, und une
4S·minute meeting) and were lold that irthey agreed to participate lhat they were free to end
their panicipation at any lime. The potential subjects were ulsa lold thut they may he usked
to perfonn IS-minules of light exercise which included light slretching cxcrcises pcrlormcd
in a chair and two minutes of walking. If the subject W:lS in a wheelchair they were usked if
lifJecl,\·f}!.(lCUII!.l!xl!~d.l'e ________________________5"'6
they thought they could walk with assistance. if they could not.lhey were asked if they could
propclthcir wheelchair indepcmlently. Iasked each subject to sign a consent form (Appendix
III). When signing was not possible duc to a physical ailment, a nurse witnessed the verbal
consent. 'lllC nurse then signed the conscnt fonn and it wns noted on this fonn thnt the nurse
witnessed verb;al consent.
I tcsled subjects in thcirown rooms whenever possible. When this WllS not possible.
I tested the suhjeets in u private room provided by ellch Home.
Subjects were initinl1y screened using the Short Ment"l Status Questionnaire (three
individuals were eliminated from the study based on this screening). Questions were asked
verbally nnd I marked down the responses on a piece of paper, I administered the SENOTS
program (lOd !mllet')' in the same fashion to those subjects who passed the first criteria. I then
arranged to meet with the subject at a later time, usually the following day.
All eligible subjects were randomly assigned to one of four groups. Founeen
individuals were nssigned to exercise group I who received the cmegory-prompted task and
15 individuals were assigned to exercise group 2 who received thc consonant-prompted task,
Fourteen llnd 16 individuals (rcspectively) were assigned to the corresponding control
groups. At the next meeting I measured heart ratc immediately preceding and immediately
following the intervention and again 30 minutes niter the second testing period,
"
The two cXJ)I,.-riment:l.1 groups were cxposccJ to the 1.:xcrci$C inh..'fYCntiulI. Tl.: clu,:reisc
intervention consisted of gentle stretching of all the m3jor muscle gmullS;Ilk! a hril.'f walk
(approximately two minutes: Appendix IV providcs a guideline "fthe exercise pnlltM.:llU.
When lhc subjcct W:l$ in a whcdchair. I asked the individualltl push Ihe wlll.'dchair lln the
same length oftimc (approximately two minutes). TIle entire cxcrcil;C inlclVCnlinnl,lSll.'d
approximately 15 minutes. The cxcn::i~ protocol is ctlllsidcrl.'il ;1!;Ulc l~c:It~~c nf the
frequency of the sessions (0 single dose) ;lnd lhus though il is expected lhal it will prodllce
an exercise effect (i.e.. increased heart rille) il wil1l10! pruducc II cllrrcspnmling nlness cl1i:cl
(Le.• increased aerobic power).
Experimental group' completed the category-prompted la.<;k at pretest, imllledi,ltcly
following exercise (immediatc post-test) ilnd 30-minutcs rollowing the L'IllI ur Ihe
intervenlion (delayed poSHest). I sat and \lIJkcd with tl'le subjecl<; in all rour ~ups rJurinl,l.
the 30 minutes between the immediate pasttest and the dclaYI.-d POSIII."lit During the t\:Sting.
I asked the subject to say 310ud the words he 01 she couklthink or in the YJrinus Cillel,l.uries.
I recorded the words with 3 pen a.lId paper;lS they were being Sltid, ,Ilso the wurd.<; li5k'll were
recorded on audio tape and the list was cheekcd ror aceur..tey at a Illter time. Experimentill
group 2 completed the eonson:lOt-prompted task in the SlIme f:lshion at the thrce tcsting
times.
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The two t:onlrol groups viewed a IS-minute video ofsimilnr exercises. I instrucled
the euntrol groups not to engage in any physical activity during the video. Control group I
WlIS ust:u 1I.~ 1I compurison to expcrimt:n1<l1 group I and thus tile subjects were administered
the category-prompted task at the three testing times. Control group 2 <llso w<ltched the video
hut instead were asked to complete the consonant-prompted t<lsk nt lhe three testing times.
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RESULTS
Contcxluullnformation
Some initial contextual infomlation was wllcclcd from c,leh su~i~'C1 which included
demographic infonnation::md spedne details uboUllhc subject's ability lind activities. Table
1 provides the frequency distributions orlhesc particulars. I\s Ihis table indic.lles, lllllst of
the s3mplc were widowed and 51% (n=30) "flhe suojects hml completed high schonl Ilr
more. In addition to this dcmogrnphic inlonnmioll. SUbjl'CIS were IISkcd iflhcy fCt]uired an}'
ambulatory aids such as <I wheelchair. a cane. or a walker. Ilalfofthc individu(Jlscuuld wnlk
independently. 111C other half orthe sample were lairly evenly dividcu hctwccn thnse who
used a cane or a walker and those who were in wheelchairs. Filially, SUbjl'CIS were asked if
they regularly attended fitness classes. I\pproximutcly two-thirds of thc sllhjects said that
they regularly attended fitness classes.
Chi-square tests were perfonned to <lSSCSS if the distrihutioll to eithcr CIllH.litioll or to
task differed by amblll'uory levcl or fitness class participation. Thesc Icsts revcaled no
significant differences. Similar sHUisticnl comparisons of' the other contextual information
was not possible because orthe small proportion ofino;','iduals in some groups (i.e., men Ilr
married individuals). Because of these small proportions it is vcry unlikely that diITerencc.~
in the distribution ofthcsc variables will affect the results. Tahle J provides the frcqueney
distributions or the contextual variables by condition amI by ta~k (scp:lratcly).
Table I.
Frequency Distributions (n) ofContextu:a1
Information by Condition anti by Task
Condition Task Total
F;Iereisc COlilrol Cntegllry Consonnllt II <".)
Male
Female
MnritlllStalllS;
Married
Widowed
Divorced/Separated
Never Murried
EduClllionl
7(12.0%)
26 26 26 26 52(88.0%)
--------
2 (3.4%)
26 23 22 27 49(83.1%)
0(0.0%)
8 (13.6%)
Eighth Grade or less 10 [8 (30.5%)
Part High School II (18.6%)
High School Grad 15 (25.4%)
Part University t [ ([8.6%)
University Grad 4 (6.8%)
Amblll;ltoryLevcl;
Wu[klndepcndently
Wa[keror Canc
Wheelchair
15 17 IS 14
10
32 (54.2%)
13 (22.0%)
14 (23.7%)
Filnc55Chw)'lIrlidplllion:
Rcgularlyuttcnds
Docs not rcgu[arly attend
TOTAL.:
... -----_.__._----_._ .._--------
IS 19 19 IS 37 (62.7%)
II II 13 22 (37.3%)
29 30 28 31 59 (100%)
I also administered the SENOTS battery at the same meetillg. in whieh Ihe eonlcxtu"l
information was collected. The meOlns "nd stand:ml dc\'iatilllls l'rom this lcst [,:\t1cry arc
presented in Table 2. This table compares lhcsc: mcans to llle:ms 1i..llInd ill tll<.' iIL~tiltltiOlmli1.cd
sample of Stones and Kozma's (198%) study. '111C mcan scores lIf Ihe sample un thc
happiness dimension measured by the MUNSl-l were sil;nilie,mtly highcr than what WilS
previously found in an institutionalized sample H"'I1.21. M"79.14. p<.UI). A smaJleryct ~till
significant difference was also found olllhe MUNI\IS. a rneasurc ul' m::tivity propensity,
U=S.47, df=S2.77, p<.OI). The mean score of the MUNI\IS was si~lliliermtly lIighcrillthc
present sample than in Ihe archival sample. Mean scorcs on mcasures or Iinand:!1 Imrdship,
physical symptoms, and activity limitations were slightly lower in Ihe present sample when
compared to the archival snmplc (1'=-1.51, df=81.0S, p<.UI: 1"'·2.16, dr=81.31, p<.OI: 1=-
2.67,df=82.71, p<.OI respectively).
_~_. 6]
Tnblc2.
MClln~ and Stanllard Deviations from five Dimensions
ofSENOTS Dallery: Sample lJata vs. Archival Data
Sample Data
"
MUNSH 12.36" 10.35
Financia111;lTdship 4.68*' 0.93
Physical Symptoms 9.33" 1.74
Activity Limitations 10.02" 1.89
MUNAIS 18.86" 1.77
, StonC!l & KOW1J (1989) Data
"p<.OI
Exercise Errects
Archival Simple'
4.8 13.45
1.1
9.95 2.05
10.85 2.55
16.45
The physiological clfects of the exercise (i.e.. heart rate) were rtssesscd immediately before
each adminislrmion of the word fluency ta.'ik. Table 3provides Ihe mean heart rate (beats per
minute) at each lime and for each condition. There was an increase of approximately fivc
beats per minute for the Iwo exercise conditions from pretest to posUest. A two (condition)
by two (task) by three (lIme) repr:ated measures ANOVA was perfonncd to determine
whether or not there was un effect of exercise. This analysis is shown in Table 4 and
indicated a statistically significant main effect ofiime. This effect is assumed 10 be due to
the increase observed in the exercise group as refleeted in lhe significant condition by lime
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interaction. A Tllkey Test for Honestly Significantly mlTcrcncc (Tukcy-IISD) was used to
assess if the condition by time interaction indiclItcd 11 slatislicnlly siginilicmn dilTcrcncc in
the mean heart mlc ofexercisers at immediate POSllcsl. This test re\'ealed lhat the mean heart
rale forexercisersnt immediate postlcst was, indced.signilic:l1l1ly higher limn tlte m..:an heart
rate at any other testing time for both the category-prompted lind the consonant-prompted
groups.
Table 3.
Mean Heart Rates (bpm) at Thrcc Times ofMc:lsurcrncnt
(Standard Deviations in Parentheses)
TimcllfMcasllrcmcnl
Immediate Delayed
Task Condition Prtlcst I'oslle." I'mlll:!it
Category-prompt Exercise 74.07 (8.91) 79.36 (9.90) 71.k4 (1}.R3)
Control 71.43 (7.71) (,9.92 (7.53) 70.75 (7.66)
Consonant-prompt Exercis~ 70.93 (12.011) 77.67 (8.91) 69.18 (lI.OJ)
Control 70.86 (13.69) 66.73 (lJ.28) 66.R4 (1(1.00)
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Table 4.
Summary Table for Repeated Measures
ANOVA: Testing Exercise EfCccls
Sour~tQrVariatlon 55 MS
WithinCclls 2290.48 88 26.03
Time 192.94 96.47 3.71 <.05
Condition x Time 422.82 211.4\ 8.12 <.001
Task x Time 42.33 21.\6 0.81
Condition x Task x Time 50.40 25.20 0.97
Main Analysis
Table 5 provides the mean number of words subjects produced at all four trials for both the
exercise and the control groups on the two cognitive tasks. The mean number of words
gcncrnlcd ranges from 7.33 (sd=2.46) to ll14 (sd=4.75). There is nn increase in the mean
number of words subjct:ts thought of from pretest 10 immediate posUest in all but one trial
(trial 2 for conlro] group receiving consonant-prompted task).
In order 10 tcst lhe hypothesis that an acutc bOllt of cxcrcise will increase the mean
number of words listed a two (condition) by two (task) by lour (trials) by three (time)
repealed measures ANOVA with repealed measures on the last two vllriables was used. The
intcmetions involving condition (exercise orcontro]) and time are necessary to support the
hypothesis. Table 6 provides the summary data from this ANOVA analysis.
TableS.
Mean Number of Words Listed Across FOllrTrials 111I the Clllegory·l'romptet! nnd
Consonant-Prompted Tasks at Threc Timcs of MCllsuremcnt
(Standard Deviations in Parcntheses)
Tinl~OrMtnsurtmcnl
Immrdillt~ l)chlyrd
Task Condition Trial "o,ll"l l'oSUII'I
Clltegory- Exercise 8.78 (2.SI) 9.71 13.43\ 10.21 (3.5K)
prompt [0.00 (3.28) 10.57 (3.86) [1.07 (5.33)
8.6<+ (3.75) ').07 (5.11) ').[4 (4.55)
10.21 (4.38) 11.29 (5.89) [O.M (4.%)
Total 37.64(13.24) 40.64 (15.64) 41.07 (16.82)
Control 11.86 (3.97) 12.79 (.114) [].46 (4.18)
10.86 (3.89) [1.50 (4.:m 12.15 (4.93)
9.79 13.26) 10.18 (3.54) 10.15 (4.98)
11.14 (4.38) 13.14 (4.75) [2.69 (5.04)
Total 43.64(13.48) 47.71 ([2.60) 48.46(17.16)
Consonant- Exercise 8.53 (3.44) 9.13 13.29) 9.14 (3.59)
prompt 7.33 (2.46) ".13 (3.87) H.64 (2.76)
8.53 13.80) 10.13 (4.24) 1).50 (.1.58)
8.33 12.92) 9.13 (4.27) H.93 13.15)
Tota[ 32.73(10.18) 37.53(14.07) 36.21(10.82)
Conlro] 8.13 13.65) 8.94 (4.07) [(1.07 (5.25)
8.75 (4.33) 8.50 13.76) (J.36 (4.52)
9.19 (3.75) 10.3.1 (4.03) (1.79 (3.12)
8.75 (3.26) 9.69 (3.93) 1).79 (.1.3')
Total 34.81 (12.56) 37.50(14.79) 39.00 (15.00)
Table 6.
Sum mllry Table Dr Repeated Measures ANOVA:
Testing rorCondilion, Task, Trial and Time Effects
SoIlrccorVniatio. 55
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.IS
IktwcenSllbj«:u [{Ttet
Within Cdls 7254.31 51 1<12.24
Condition 183.28 183.28 1.29
Task 423.08 423.08 2.97
Condition x Task 60.94 60.94 0.43
-_._._. __ ._--------
'Trials' Wllbln StlltJ~dl EITcct
WithinCcUs 1486.06 153 9.71
Trials 62.38 3 20.79 2.14
Condition xTrials 22.83 3 1.61 0.78
Task x Trials 183.93 3 61.31 6.31 p<.OOI
Condition xTask xTrials 42.34 3 14.11 1.45
'T'hnc' Wil),lJI-5l1bjms Erf«:t
Withincclls 500.66 102 4.91
TIme 108.41 54.21 11.04 p<.OOI
Condition xTime 5.31 2.65 0.54
Task. x Time 2.91 1.45 0.30
Condition xTask xTimc 4.06 2.03 0.41
'T!lneltTrlab'Wlthi.-Sllbj«tsEITect
Within Cells 1031.79 306 3.37
Time x Trials 2\.93 6 3.65 l.O8
Condition xTime xTrials 12.85 6 2.14 0.63
Task x Time x Trials 15.85 2.64 0.18
Conditionx Task xTime x Trials 7.85 1.31 0.39
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111is analysis revealed no statistically signilie:l1lt illlcrnctions by condition and
support for the hypothesis was not found. A statistically significallt task hy trinl interaction.
however, was noted. This reflects the variation of the nUl1lbcrofwords listed within trials
and between the two tasks. Compared to the consonant-prompted task. the category-
~rompted task elicited more words (across testing limcs) for trin! 1 (category 5l=11.I4.
sd=3.64 versus consonant 5l=8,91, sd=3J5), triill 2 (cntcgory x=11.02. sd=3,93 vcrsus
consonilt x=8.59. sd=3.26) il11d trial 4 (catcgory x=II.05. sJ:::4,61l versus eunsonant x=9.03.
sd""3.12). At Trial 3, however, the mean number ol'words listed dccrcnscd for the category-
prompted task (x=9,54. sd=3.99) and increased for the eonsonuni-prolllpted task (x=9.55,
sd=3.45),
A Tukey test was conducted comparing the mean number of words produced at each
trial by task (Le., time ofmeasurement is nol a variable). This analysis revealed only one Inle
difference (p<.OI), Trial 4 orthe category-promptcd task yieldcd significantly morc words
than trial 2 of the consonant-prompted task. The mean number of words gcnerJted did not
differ significantly at any other trial even across t;sks,
The repealed measures ANOVA also revealed a statistically signicant main elTcct or
time. A Tukey test indicated a significant increase (p<.OI) in the mean number of words
subjects thought of from pretest (5<=37,05, sd=12,75) to immediate postlest (.ll.o:40.6K.
sd=14,56) and from pretest to delayed posltest (51=41.05, sd=15.37). Figure 1 shows the
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mean scores at pretest, immediate posttcsl and delayed pasttest by condition and task. No
interactions involving time were noted.
Analysu or New Items
The findings were explored further and the responses were classified as either previously
listed or new items. Table 7 provides the mean number of new words gcnernlcd from pretest
to immediate poslles! and from posUes! to delayed posll..:st. Similar to the nmin analysis. a
rclJCatcd measures ANOVA was conductlXl. The hypothesis. again. was not supported as no
interaction by condition was found.
This ANQVA rcvcalt:d three statistically significant main effects; condition, trials,
and time (Table II provides the summary lable of results). Subjects in the control condition
gcner:llcd more new words (across trials aod time of measurement) on averagc (5<=5.06.
sd=2.57) Ihan subjects in the exercise condition (5<=4.68. sd=5.06). Comparing the means
Ihat elicited the main effect ortimc. it is apparent that more new words were generated from
pretcst to immediate postlest (5<=5.42, sd=2.77) than from immediate posttest to delayed
posttest (x=4.16. sd=2.52). Looking now at the main effect ortnals. a Tukey test revealed
that more new words were generated on the fourth trial (x=5.67. sd=3.01l) than on trial one
(x=4.41, sd"2.61: p<.OI) and trial two (x-4.64, sd=3J4; p<.05).
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Table 7.
Mean Number of New Words Generated at Immcdialc Posttest and
Delllyed Posllest for both Category- and Consonant-Prompted Tasks
(Stllndllrd Dcviutionsir.l (lorenthcscs)
Time of Musurcmcnl
Task Condition TrIal lmmedj~tc Postlcll Dcll~'cd PosttCSI
Calq;ory-promptcd Exercise 2.79 (1.85) 1.78 (1.05)
3.71 (2.02) 3.14 (2.91)
2.57 (2.41) 1.50 (1.61)
4.86 (3.96) 3.07 (2.30)
Conlrol 4.57 (1.95) '1.77 (2.311
4.14 (2.18) 3.54 (1.76)
].07 (1.73) 1.92 (1.55)
7.43 (3.57) 4.15 (2.34)
---._~----------
Consonant-prompted Exercise 6.67 (3.24) 5.29 (2.97)
7.20 (3.99) 5.00 (2.60)
7.60 (3.64) 5.93 (2.53)
6.73 (3.39) 5.64 (3.23)
Control 5.25 (3.02) 5.14 (3.78)
5.38 (3.36) 5.36 (3.34)
7.38 (4.19) 6.07 (3.32)
6.56 (3.90) 6.00 (3.01)
TableS,
Summllry Tllble of Repeated J\lellsures ANOVA:
Testing for New Words Listed by Condition, Task, Triallllld Time
SOllrceofVnrlatlon SS
'"
MS
Between SUhjerts Efrerl
Within Cells 1925.36 51 37.75
Condition 815.94 X15.94 :!1.61 ....:.0()1
Task 9.43 9.43 11.25
Condition x Task 40.28 4U.2R 1.el7
._~-------_.
'TrialJ'Wilhin·SubjeetsEfrert
Within Cells 597.91 1S3 3.91
Trials 199.45 66.411 17.01 rv-.Unl
Condition x Trials 12.31 4.10 I.Cl5
Task x Trials 14.46 4.82 1.23
Condition x Task x Trials 16.65 5.55 1.42
-------------
'Time' Witbln-Suhjuts Effeet
Within cells 225.95 51 4.43
Time 55.69 55.69 12.57 p<.UO]
Condition x Time U.67 0.67 11.15
Task x Time 81.97 81.97 IK.50 p<.{)O!
Condition x Task x Time 0.[6 0.16 {J.(J4
'Time x Tri~ls' Wilbin-SlIbjects
Within Cells 758.05 1S3 4.95
Time x Trials 10.14 13M 0.68
Condition x Time x Trials 12.61 4.20 lUIS
Task." TiJne x Tri:lls 77.67 25.89 5.23 .....m
Condition x Task x Time x 11.42 3.81 (J.77
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Two statistic.Jlly 5ignifieant in!erac.tions ....-ere found. a two-way task by time
internction and a three·way interaction of task by ti.me by trials. Looking first at the t .....o·way
interactmn. a Tukey test re\'Calcd thai subjCi:1S generated more new words on the consonant-
prG'TlI,tcd task from both pretest 10 immediate posttest (x:l<6.58. sd:].ll) and from
immediatc postlest to delayed posttest (x-5.55. sd--Z.55) than the catcgory-prompted task
:Ltthese two tinll..:s(pretcstto immcdiate poSUes! x=-4.14. sd 3 1.57 versus immcdiate posuest
to delaycd posHest Sl=2.72. 51.1=1.50: 1'<.01). This post hoc tc~t also revealed that subjects
produccd marc ncw words on the o.:onson:mt-promptc~ task from pretest to immedil:lte
poslIestthan from immediate posltestto delayed poslle5t (1'<.05).
Figure 2 ilJustrotcs the three-WIlY interaction. A Tukey tcst (see Table 9) revealed that
the subjects generated more new words on avernge on lhe consolt3I1t-prompted task at
immediate POSllcst lhan the catcgory-prompted task at delaycd posttest on all fOUT trials
(1'<.01). SubjecL<; also thought of more new words in the consolt3I1l.prornpted task at
immediate posttcst than on the c:negory.prompted tnsk at immediate postlesl on nil but the
fourth trial.: TIIC mean number of new words produced on the founh trial of the category-
prompted task at immcdiOlte poSIIC!it did not dilTcr significantly from the "'Imber of new
words listcd on the consona11l.prompted task at immediate postlest at trials I, 2, 3, or 4.
, All diITerenee, 3fC 'illnific3nt 31 p<.OI. with the UteptiOll orllle dirrcret1cc between thc mean
Illlmber of ncw wOfik gen~r:lI~'d at immedialC posHesl tor the coIISlmant·prompted lask ~11ri31 I (Il"S.94.
5ll ..2.07j:1rItl the nlcan llumbl.'I"ofncw words &cnernled 31 immediate postleSl for the c31cgtll)'·prompled I:l5k
:JIlri.,t2 (51~).9). sd"2.07) whkh :Ire sib'fliflcantly diITcren~ 31 p<.OS.
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The demogr:lphie variables (gender, llge. marit:ll slatus. and edllc:uion). amhulatory Icvel.
fitness class partieipntion. fllcility. the SENOTS battery data and the eXl.:rcisc/culllrol variahlc
were included in a stepwise regression an:llysis selecting I"or the catcgory-prompted task
only. TIle purpose of this uMlysis wns to delcrrnine which variables arc the best predictors
of scores on the e<ltegory-promptcd tusk. A similnr analysis w:l.~ not culltillctcd lilr the
consonnnt-prompted tnsk because the eorrclution matrix revealed ollly edueatiolllc\'eltn he
significantly related 10 the number of words producL't1 and this relatiollship W;lS uut
paniculnrly strong (r=.33, p<.OS).
Table 10 provides the results from the regression analysis lartln: category-prompted
task. TIlis analysis revealed that two subtcsts of the SENOTS ballery, namely, the MUNAIS
(measuring activity propcnsity) and financi<ll hnn/ship contributed to the largL'St proportion
of the variance at aU three tcsting times. In fact. these two varinhles e.~plained 50"/.. 01" the
varinnee on lhe e3tegory-prompted task. Lookinl'. at the correlations. it is appurelllthllt ability
level was positively relnted to the menn number 01" words genct:lted Oil the eategnry-
prompted task. Thus, the higher the activity level as scored 011 the MUNAIS. the more words
the subject could generote. Conversely. linancial htlrdship W'<lS negatively related to the mcan
number of words listed. So. the grellter the linanciullmrdship, the lcwer words generated.
Table 10.
Results from Stepwise Regression
Analysis for Catcgory-Promptcd Task
Time 1itep Variable W
I'rclc~l MUNAIS 0.56 10.67"' 0.32 0.56"
Finance ·0.42 10.37'" 0049 -0.51"
Immediate
Pastlest Finance -0.56 10040" 0.31 -0.56""
MUNAIS -0048 10.n""" 0049 0.52"
Dcluyed
Pasuesl MUNAIS 0.59 12.59'"' 0.35 0.60"'
Finance -0.39 11.19'" 0.50 ·0049"
.. p<.OI
... p<.OOl
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DISCUSSION
This study did not replicate the findings oflhc Stones and Dawc (1993) study. 'l1l~~rc was 1lI1
eviden( from the current study that provides support lilT Ihe hypothesis that aClite lion-
strenuous exercise wns associated with a shan-term improvement in cognitive pcrlormam:c.
The present study followed the exercise protocol rrollllhc original study very closely. The
individuals snmplcd were similar .Jccording to the demographic variahles collected. The
results indicated that the Ilumber of words generated (111 the clIlcgory.prolllptcd task
corresponded to Ihe originul study. Also. u compar<lblc exercise clTcel \ViIS found between
the two studies. 'nlC only difTcrcnccs in the rc:;carch designs between the two studies wen::
(I) a different sample (2) the addition ofthc SENOTS billlcry, (3) iI dinerclll tc.~ter. und (4)
subjects were only given one cognitive tilsk. eithcr the eonsonnnt-prol11pted tnsk or the
category-prompted task. I will first interpret the results, then [ will assess cach of the
differences listed nbove in tum. The results indicatcd a clcrlrexercisc em~ct and a probnhle
practice effect. 'nlcre oppeors to be no clear cxplilnation lor the discrepant rcsults. II seems
that thc effect was not a robust one ond further research is n(,.'CCssary to dctermine the fCasons
behind the differences.
Interpretation of the Results
This study found clear exercise effccts. '111c heart nile showed an increase of appnlxirnatcly
five beats pcr minutc for thc exercisc group from pretest to immediatc posUest and then
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returned approximately 10 resting levels at delayed posttest. This exercise effect was
somewhat higher than the two beats per minute found in the Stones and Dawe (1993) study.
Resting heart mtes cannot be compared statistically between the two studies because the
standard deviations were 110\ provided in the Stones and Dawe study.
Only one intcrtlction, a lrilll by tusk interaction. was found to be statistically
.~ignificant in the rcpeated measures ANOVA. The post hoc tcst on the trial by task
interaction indicated that for most trials there was no difference between the mean numbcr
of words subjects thought ofbctwcen tnsks. TIle only statistically significant difference that
was lQuod wa." a difference between the category-prompted task at trial 4 and the consonant·
prompted task at trial 2. Although subjects tended to think of more words on the category-
prompted task than the consonant-prompted task, for the most part, these differences were
not significant. Because the categories in the category-prompted task :1111.1 the letters in the
consonant-prompted task were always presented in a fixed order. the~ results only indicated
differences in the difficulty between the partieul:lr category and letter. In other words.
subjects found it easier to think of a number of dilTerent lowns (trial 4 of the category·
prompted task) than to think of a number ofdifferent words starting with the leiter "D" (trial
2 of the con~\)nant.prompted task).
'01crc was also evidence of practice elTects in the current study indicated by the main
effect of time found on the repeated measures ANDVA. Looking at the mean number of
Efficl.fo!aclltee.tercise
words listed across both tasks. the number increased from pretest (x"'37.05. sd"':2.75) to
immediate POStlest (x=W.68, sd"'14.56). The post hoc test revealed a statistically signilicant
difference in the mean numher of words generated from pretest to immediate posHest :md
from pretest to delayed posUest (51=41.05. sd=15.J7) bUl nol from imlilediale poslIest to
delayed posttest. It is possible that the increase from pretest to immediate poslIest is due to
subjects' practice of the task. 'nle render should note. however. that pnlctice cllcets were not
found in thc Stones and Dawe (1993) study.
A furthcr analysis looked at the menn number of new words genemted nn eaeh task
across tcsting times. This analysis revealed that the main diffeTCnces regarding new words
generated occurs between tasks. No elTccts oeeum.."<.l between eomlitions. Suhjects were nble
10 generate significnnlly more new words from pretcst to immedi:lte postlest on the
consonant-prompted task compared to the category-promptcd task across nlltrinl.s.
The last nnalysis investigtltcd the inl1uence of some extraneous vlIfiahlcs. The
contextutll infonnation (i.e., demographic variables. facility, ambulatory level. and litness
class participation) and the scores on the SENOrS btlllery were analyzed in ;1 stepwise
regression to determine ifby controlling lor:l combination of these extraneous variables an
effect by condition from pretest to immediate posttest might be found. While a stlltistically
significant effect by condition W;lS not found. this analysis did provide insight into the
relationships between variables. These relationships arc described !rlter in this discussion.
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()ifferenec.~ Betwcen the I)rescnt Study and the Stones und D:lwC (1993) Study
As I mentioned at the beginning of this section there were four differences in the research
design ofthc prescnt study to thutofthc Stoncs and Dawe study. To reiterate. the differences
me: (I) a different s..1mple, (2) more pre-measures wcrc taken in the form of the SENOTS
program and b:lIlery, (J) adiITercnt testcr, und (4) the subjects were only given one eognitiv,:
tnsk, cilhcr the eonsomlnt-prompted task or 1.1C clltegory-promptcd task. I will now review
IheimplieationsofthescdiITerenecs.
Differcnce betwec/l ~'ump/es
The present study Ilsed n larger and broader snmple tlmn the original study. The original
study tested 20 residents from one nursing home compared to the prcsent study whcre 59
residents from three nursing homes were testoo. At the same time. however, there were more
groups in the present study, thus, the number of subjects in r.ach group were only slightly
dilTcrcnt (i.e., 10 in caeh group in the original study versus 15 in each group in the present
study).
Comparing the present sample to the Stones and Dawe (1993) sample on
demographic variables, I found the two samples to be quite similar. The gender split was
approximntely the same in the original sample (15%. n=3 males and 85%, n=17 females) as
in the present sample (12%. n:s7 males und 88%. n=52 females). TIle mean age and nge range
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was also strikingly similar in the two studies, The mean age ofthl' subjects in the Stones IUIlI
Dawe (1993) study was 84.5 years (range;76-93) whel"l'a.~ the l\1e:m age oflhe present study
was 84.2 years (range=73-98). Although the measures ofedueotiol1 were dilTcrent in the two
studies, it appeurs thot the samples were similar on this lactor liS well. 'nle St<llles and Dnwe
sample hod an average of9,3 years of formal education whereas 31% (11'=1 R) oCthe current
sample stated that they had eighth grade or less and a lilrther 11)"/0 (n=ll) slall.:<1 Ihey had nol
completed high school. It is unlikely that these sample group:> diller sigtlilic:mtly in the years
of formal education, Given these simillirities in the demogmphic vnriub1cs. it is doubtful that
the discrepant findings arc due to diITercnces between the samples on these grounds.
One definitcdiffcrcnce between the two samples was tlmt individuals in wllt:clchairs
were permitted to participatc in the current study. However, becausc subjects were randomly
assigned to control groups or exercise groups regardless of ambul:ltory level. it is unlikely
that this would affcct the results. Comparing the distribution of suhjects on this variahlc hy
condition, it was found that there were more subjects in whcelchairs (1I=9) in the control
condition than in the exercise condition (n=5) and this trend was reversed for those who
require ambulatory aides (i.e.. a cane or a walker): Nine subjects who required :lides were
assigned to the exercise condition {n:9) and four were assigned to the control condition, /\
chi-square test confirmed that I\le distribution of subjects by ambulatory level tn condition
was not signiticantly different (X~=3,17, df=2, p"",20). Looking at the correlation between
ambulatory level and thc number of words produced (controlling for task) n,l significant
____~ 8_2
relationship Wl.lS found al pretest (1'--.06. p=.65). immediate posttcst (r=-.06, p=.68), or
delayed posltcsl (r=-.12. p=.70). In llddition. one would cxpecllhat ifambulalory level had
inOucnced the rcsullS then it would have emerGed as a contributing faclor in the stepwise
regression. ll,c fact thai nmbul:llory level does not contribute \0 the vari:mcc in this analysis,
combined wilh the low com::l:llion between Ihis faclor and the outcome measufCS. rules out
the possibility Ih:lllhc inclusion of individuals ofdifferent ambulotory levels in the prescnt
study explains the discrepant r"-:iults from the origillul Stones and Dawc (J993)study.
A scconc..l difference between the two studies is that data \V<lS collected in the current
study tll indicate whether or not subjects regularly participated in fitness classes. This
measure was an informal measure, where subjects were simply asked, "Do you regularly
attend fitness classes?", thus no measure of frequency or duration of participation was
collected. Again.:I chi.squarc tesl confinncd th:lt there were no differences in the distribution
of subjects who So1id thl..'Y regularly attended fitness classes from subjects who SOlie: they did
not regularly aUend such classes by condition (X~:.OI. dr-I. J?92). Also. fitncss class
allendnnce was not correlated to the outcome measures (controlling for task) at pretest (r-z•
.02. p"'.91). immediate postlest (1-'.04. p==.81). or at delayed postlest (1""".05. p=.70). Finally.
panicipation in a fitness class did not contribute to the variance in the stepwise regression
analysis. Thus. previous participation in a fitness class docs not explain the contradictory
lindinl;s.
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Other measures were taken in the SENOrS progralll mKl h:lltcry ;111111.' cllmenl study
that were not collected in the Stones and Dmvc (It)l)]) study. SIl diffcn:nccs between the
samples based on tllese [.:lclars cannot be directly assessed.
Tlte admitlistration oftlte SENOrS wogrfll/I (/1/(/ hllttl!rY
Tllere is a possibility that the administration orlllc SENOTS program .md hmtcry alTcctcd
the results. This is unlikely, however, bcC:lUSC il wns mlminislcrcd prior lothe lesting time
(alleas! a day before) und it is improbable that the :uJministr.llion or this l..::sl hml ",fleets that
endured fOTthis length of time.
Dif/(!relllteslcr
Another difference between the two studies is th:lllhc lesler was diO'crcn!. It is pussible that
the intemction between the subject and the tester hiased the results in some unknown fhshion.
Future research could control for this possible binsing erlcct by hfindilll; thc testcr \0 what
condition the subject was nssil;llCd.
Task order
The final difference between the uriginal study and the current study is the administr;;lion
of the twu cognitive tests. In the former study subjects wcrc udministered three eOBnitivc
tasks in the same order each timc whereas in the current study subjeel~ were administered
E/ftcl.f ofUfi.UIC e:n:rci.f~ . 8'
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. only one of two cognitive tasks. This diffcrence in research dl.'Sign could only explain tI
discrepancy in tnc dfccts on the consonant-prompted ltISk bcC:Jusc tnc c:ltcgory-prompted
task was prcscnt(.'ti lirst in the original study and so the administration of this task was
identical in the two studies. Only the administrntion of the consonant-prompted task truly
varied in the seeond study and the results did not differ with respect to this lask across
studies.
Cflllcfll.\·jmrfifctllJl/Jflri.wll
Bt1Sl'tl ollthis comp.lIison between the present study and the original study 1submit that the
resulls from both studic.f arc inconchsive. They did not repliC:Jte the Stones and Dawe
(1993) study even though the conditions were kepi very similar.
Intuprdation of the Stepwise Rrgression Analysis
The SENOTS program~ battery was administered bc-causc it was thought that an exen:ise
intervention might have more ofan effcct on cognitive pcrfonnancc for indi'!kluals who wen:
less ;lclive and tnc SENOTS program provides a measure of activity limitations llnd a
measure of ;lelivity propensity. A stepwise regression analysis will control the lbctors with
the highest eurrclation to the outcome measures by keeping them constant. Thus, il was
predicted thai the cOcet would increase once activity propensity was controlled. t will now
look at the possible inllucncc of SOIllC or these pre-mcasures on :hc results.
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I-tests revealed that the scores Oil the MUNSII tll me:l~llre 01' ImppilWSSj ami the
MUNAIS (a measure of activity propensity) were hllth higher than IIlle WIII1I\\ ex~et in an
institutionalized sample (Stones &. KO?Jlla, 198%). Conversely, the sCllres fllund lilr
financial hardship, ph~'sical symptoms. and aC1ivity limit:l1i0l1S were all sil;nilicantly Imvcr
than one would expect in an institutionnlizcd sample (Stolles &. Ku,mml. However, it is
important to look at Ihe scores themselves {refcr to T;lbk :!l. ;nul allhllugh they nrc
significantlydiffercilt. it iseleilr thai the dilTcrcnces un the lllller three Ille.lsurcs I11C1lliulled
arc quitc minor.
Although the MUNSH scores were much higher than were round in the SllInes &.
Kozma (1989b) study there have becn instances where cOIllJXLt<lhle scores haw heen oh1ained
in institutionalized samples (Kozma & Stone1\. 19RC). Tlms, it is pllssihlc Ihat lhe suhjeets
from the original study reOected the more typic:ll institutionalized Sillllple :\lIllthat they werl~
more unhappy than the present sample. However. according to Ihc results. Ihis pussihility
seems unlikely. First, the MUNSH scores correlated (clllllrollinl; for t<lsk) with the lLumher
of ....urds lis(cd at immediate pestlest (r-.39, p<.05). However.lhe MUNSII scores did nut
correlate with olltcome measures at pretest (r=.24. p"'.24) nr al delayed pustlcst (r.]4,
!f".IO). Again. if this lactor were to have a strong inJluenee OIl the outcome uflile study thell
one would expeet that this variable would be line orlhc factors contrihuling tu tile v:lriance
in the stepwise regression and this was not the case.
Furthcrc\'idcllCC supporting thc wntl'mionlhal happincss is nol a predicti\'e factor
of word nuency comes l"rom a study comJucled hy t\rhllddc and ("lId {!IN.1). This study
included measures ofhappincss Ii-om the lvnJNSH lcst aud wllnlll\l\:ncy fWl1Ilhe :-'1:"1' tcst.
Thc SET test, as was prcviously llICl1tiOIlCU. was adapled In limn the calcgnry-pwmpted
word nucncy task used in the prcsenl study. These rcsearchers thilcd hl rl11d il relalionship
hetween category-promptcd word lluc!1ey and happiness SCllI'I:S (11\ the MIJNSII. ·lllerdiITe.
even if it is the case thatlhc present S.lIl1PI;,; was 11lltISUall~' happy. it arpears unlikely lhillthis
[aclor would inJlucncc the results.
Two olher variables measured on the SENOTS tesl were lillllld III ark,t lhe numher
of words gencr:lted 011 the catcgory-prompted task. the MUNAIS (a ICSI or activily
propensity) nnd financial hnrdship. These vuriables correlated quilC strongly Wilh the
category-promptcd task at all three testing times (sec Tahlc 10). Those lhat had a higher
propensity lor activity and had fewer linuncial eOlleerns could !!ocl\er.lle more words limn
Ihose who were Jess likely to be aClive and had mllTe limlllci,,1 concerns. In Illet. Ihese lwo
fnctorsexplained almost 50% of the variance Ht allthrcc lesting limcs. Ilolh oflhesc lilClou
arc only single indicnlorn and on their owo thcy arc nut particularly inlilTlllillivc. Thcrdilre,
a r.'1etor analysis was pcrfomlcd on the scores ofthc SENOTS program and hUllery as lin aide
to intcrpret these findings.
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The factor analysis revealed two factors. The first factor was a measure of negative
alTcr:t (misery). with physical symptoms. financial h::mJship. and happiness showing the
highcstloadings (sec Appendix V for loodin~s).lndicatorsofactivity. namely Ihe MUNAIS
,lnd the xtivity limitation measure. contributed most prominently to the second factor. This
linding suggests that a combination of low overall misery and high overall activity might be
impnnant facton; cootribUling to word fluency on a category-prompted lask. Further research
un the influence orthesc IbclOrs is neccssary 10 ennlinllthis postuilltion. It should be noted
that nncc the scurcs nn the MUNAIS and financial hardship were controlled in the stepwise
regression the c:<crcisc intcrvention still did not emerge as a contributing factor to the
numbc:r of words listed. so again. this finding docs not help to explain the discrepant findings
from lhe Stones and Dawe study.
This finding docs provide some insight into what might lC3d to improvro cognitive
function. Future rt'SCllll;:h could look lit the manner in which activity. negative affect. and
worel fluency an: related to cach another. It may be the case that a pros.rnm which is largcted
toward overall aClivity combinr..-d with a progmm to 5timul:l.Ie positive affect. rather th;m
simply physical excn:isc. may influence cognitive functioning. Thus. the present findings
suggest that a combin:llion of factors likely predicts cognitive functioning. that physical
activity may simply be on indicator of a more cncompassing activity factor and thai this
activity factor combined with a psychological factor of negative affect arc more rcliable
predictors of cognitive functioning. More rcsearch is necessary to detcnninc what
combination of \':lriabl~ is most predictive ofcogniti,'c tilllelionil1~ in ulder adults :md :1I$u
how these factors rel'lIe to exh other:tS predielors of c()~niti\'C limctiun.
Lookiog again at some oflhc pn,""ious acute cxercise reSC:ln:h it should he reil..r;lled
thtlt there have been no replication sludies where ocllte excn:iJiC h;t~ b...'1:o sllu\\,l to :lIT...'Ct the
some eosnitive tasks. Previous studies of the dTects of acute cxercise nil cngnitiun have
included several cognitive tasks. Diesfeldt and Diesfeklt-Urucllendijk (1977) tested
immediate frcc-n:calJ.totnl recall. recognition cap..,city. Hlld n posting-htlx error lesl. Of these
four cognitivc tests, clTccts wcrc found only un lhe wt:ll recall SCUTeS. Mollny cl al. (191111)
included the sume memory task that was used in the Dicsl'c1dt :md Dicsl'c1Jt-(jrnen"''1luijk
(1917) study. This tcsts for immediate frec-recall, tOlalrecoll. and n:cognition. '111e MollllY
et al. study also included :I color slide test.:I digit-symbul tr.~I. a digit-span tcst. a Il>gical
memory lesl,a word fluency test (category-prompted). a mood test.:1 dcpn:ssion kost. anc.l a
mini mental state ex:lr.'!. or the nine cognitive tasks lested. these reSl"lreocrs noly louod om
effect on logical memory. The: Dicsfcldt and Dicsfcldl-Grucncodijk (1971) results were not
replicated as there 'YaS no totnl recall effeci observed. Similar tesult~ ",ere I<moo in the
Stones and Dawe (1993) study. TIle only cffccl'i found were un the catcgory-rromrh:d ....,on!
fluency t:tSk. TIle Molloy et 01. (1988) study uscd the same test and did nOllind ..n cfTcet.
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In conclusion, there is no evidence from the present study that suppons previous contentions
that ncute exercise affects category-prompted word nueney. A review of the literature
concerning acute exereisc indicates that previous findings are not robust and that other even
small changes in design can result in discrepant findings. None of the successful studies have
found effects 011 the same c0l!nitive tasks. This study showed that activity propensity and
financial hardship. which arc thought to be indicators of overall activity and negative
psychological affect respectively, were the most predictive variables of performance on a
category-prompted word nllcncy task. 11tis finding combined with the inconsistent findings
from previous research suggesls that perhaps acute exercise alone is not associated with
cognitive functioning but rather that excrcise may simply be one indicator of an overall
activity Ihctor and that this, combined with psychological indicators of negative affect lead
to improved cognitive functioning in the shon tcnn. Thus_ although the evidence from
chronic exercise studies indicates there arc physiological benefits from participation in
regular exercise into older adulthood. the evidence from this study and previous acute
exercise studies indicates that the relationship between exercise and cognitive function is not
as direct. Spirduso llnd Asplund (1995) reuched a similar conclusion in their recent review
orthe e:l:crcisc :md cognitive pcrlonn~mcc literature. They concluded:
But part of the laHure (to lind a robust relationship) lllay also be due Itl lhe
prospect that the contribution of exercise ,,/olle i~ insullicient to maintain
cognitive function throughout aging. Rathcr. it mil}' he that il is thc
constellation of good health hnbils. exercise.•md high sucioeeonumic and
education;!l status thm arc robustly rel'ltcd lu cugnition in the elderly. (p. 407)
WI
This possibility introduces m;!llY questions. nlc two most important questi\ll1s arc. "What
combination of factors best predicts cognitive performance in ultler .uJultsT :lIld "In whal
way are these variables related?" Perhaps by studying the answers to these questions
caregivers to the institutionalized elderly will havc:m indication llfwho wOliltl must benel;t
from inclusionindifrercm:lctivities.
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APPENDIX I
Instruments
I
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.
9.
10.
11.
KBNTAL STATUS QUBSTIONNAIRB
what is your full name?
What 1s your add,ress?
what year is this? _
What month 1s this?
what day of the week is this? _
How old are you? _
What 1s the name o~ the Prime Minister of Canada? _
When did the first World War start?
Remember these three items. I will ask you to recall thDlna
few minutes. bed, chair, window. (Have subject repeat),
count backwards from 20 to 1. _
nepeat the three items J: asked you to remember. _
The SBNOTS Battery
HappineSS/Depression (HUNSH)
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Here are the first questions. They are about how things have been
going for you recently. During the past month, have you felt ...
1. On top of the world? Yes No
2. In high spirits? Yes No
3. Particularly content with your life? Yes No
4. Lucky? Yes No
5. Bored? Yes No
6. Very lonely or remote from other people? Yes NO
7. Depressed or very unhappy? Yes No
8. Flustered because you didn't know what was
expected of yOI1?
9. Bitter about the way your life has turned out?
10. Generally satisfied with the way your life has
turned out? Yes No
The next questions have to do with more general life experiences.
11. This is the drear1st tim!! of my 11fe. Yes No
12. I am just as happy as wh"n I was younger. Yes No
13. Host of the thinqs I do are boring or monotonous. Yes NO
14. The things I do are as interesting to me as they
ever were.
IS. 1\S I look. back. on my life, I am fairly well
satisfied.
Things are getting worse as I get older.
I often feel lonely.
Little things bother me more this year.
I ala quite satifted w1th living in this city.
I sometimes feel U.at 11fe isn't worth living.
I am as happy now as I was when I was younger.
Life is hard for me most of the time.
r am satisfied with my life today.
My health is the same or better than most people
of my age.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21-
22.
23.
24.
Financial Hardship
The next questions have to do with money matters.
1. r worry about my finances· Yes No
2. Money is tight. Yes No
3. The clothes I want are priced beyond my means. Yes No
4. I sometimes have problems affording the essentials
of life. Yes No
Phys teal Symptoms
The next questions have to do with your health.
1. I sometimes feel dizzy or feel my heart pounding.
2. I sometimes find myself trembling.
3. r sometimes feel weak all of a sudden.
4. I get breathless or feel my heart pounding if I
exert myself at all.
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
5.
..
7.
I often have a cough.
t get chest pains when I cough or breath deeply .
My ankles sometimes swell up.
Yes No
Yes No
Yes NO
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Activity Limitation
The next questions about activities that might cause you
problems.
1. Health problems prevent me from doinq my own
shopping.
2. I have dh:flculty cuttinq my own toe nails.
3. I have difficulty getting my shoes on and off.
4. Heal th troubles limit my spare time acttvl ties.
5. Health troubles stop me from doing regular
chores.
6. Health troubles stop me from getting about.
7. .1 sometimes have problems dressing myself.
Activity Propensity (HUNAIS)
ThiO: last questions have to do with you activities.
1. I do most if not all my own housework.
2. I do most or all of illY own work around the house
and garden.
3. I qet my own qroceries.
4. I see my family and relatives at least once a
week.
5. I qet phone calls from my family at least once
a week.
6. A family melllber or relative dLOPS by to see me
most weeks.
7. I usually get together with my falllily at special
times like xmas or hirthdays.
8. I he long to a church or community group.
9. I attend residence events (like binqo or card
parties)
10. I read newspapers or magazines.
11. I write letters and read my mail.
12. I frequently go shopping.
COLOURS:
ANIMALS:
Cale~ory.Promptct!Wort! Fluency Test
FRUITS;
TOWNS:
Consonant·Prompted Word Fluency Test
P:
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Ethics Committee Approval Form
Memorial
University of Newfoundland
Dqnnmcnt of Psychology
February 4, 1994
TO: Susan Underhill, Psychology
FROM: Dr. Mary L. Courage, Chairperson
Faculty of Science Ethics Committee
SUBJECT: Research Proposal
The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Science has revie....ed
your research proposal titled: "Acute Exercise: Effect on
semantically cued Memory in Mur.sing Home Residents" It is our
view that the procedures you describe meet the requirements for
ethically acceptable research \<lith human sUbjects. The approved
application forms ljre enclosed. A copy of those forms should be
presented if and when you apply for authorization to pay
SUbjects.
Mary L. Cau'"Cage,~
Associate Professor
encl.
Dr. W. McKim
Acting Head
Department of Psychology
SI. John'•. NMoundlmd, Cuwd.l AlB 3X9. Tel.: 17091 737-!ol96· Fu: 1709) 737-2HO
APPENDIXm
Samples ofConsent Forms
Hr. Don Green
Agnes Pratt Home
239 Topsail Road
st. John's, Nfld.
AlE 2S1
January 21, 1994
ATTN: Hr. Green
The Gerontology Centre at Memorial University would like to
invite the participation of Agnes pratt in a research study
entitled "Acute Exercise: Effects of semantically Cued Memory in
Nursing Home Residents". Recent research on older adults has
suggested that even light exercise like easy stretching of major
muscle groups can illlprove thinking power for short periods. I alii
conducting a study concerning this pllorticular area.
The study reqUires a number of older adult volunteers who are
willing to participate. Participation would require approximately
30-45 minutes of the residents tillie, the cOlllpletion of 4 short
questionnaires and Dlay involve 15 minutes of light stretching'
exercises.
I wculd greatly appreciate the co~operation of Agnes Pratt for
this ! \:'.ldy. All of the information provided by the residents will
be kept in the stric:te5t of confidence. NaJIl"'s will not appear on
any of my·materials. My interest. 1:; in group, not individual
scores. The participants will be infonned of his/her riQht to
withdraw frota this' study at any time should he/she find it
n~cessary. If you have any questions rec;rardino I1Y project, please
feel free to contact me at 579~6418.
sincerely,
Susan Underhill
Psychology Masters candidate
:I have been informed as to the nature of this study and do hereby
give my consent for Susan underhill t~nter Agnes pratt and
conduct her study.
signature:
Oat., b~ 1";/0/1
SL}obn'.. N~nd,COl\>c11AI8>X', Td" 17091 731-08IJ1,ol96 • Tde.,OJ6-(IOI
CeronlOlogyCcntre
February, 1994
Dear Friend,
The Gerontology Centre at Memorial University would
like to invite your participation in a research study
entitled "Acute Exercise: Effects of semantically Cued
Kemory in Nursing Home Residents". Recent research on older
adul ts has suggested that even light exercise like easy
stretching of major muscle groups can improve thinking power
for short periods. I am conducting a study concerninl;l' this
particular area.
The study requires a number of older adult volunteers
who are willing to participate. Participation would require
approximately 30-45 minutes of your time, the completion of
4 short questionnaires and may involve 15 :.;.1nutes of light
stretching exercises.
I would greatly appreciate your participation in this
study. All of the information you provide will be kept in
the strictest of confidence. Your name will .nQ.t appear on·
any of my materials. My interests is in group, not
individual scores. YoU have the right to withdraw from this
study at any tillle should you find it necessary. If you have
any questions regarding my proj ect, please feel free to
contact me at 579-6418.
Sincerely,
Susan Underhill
Psychology Masters Candidate
I have been informed as to the nature of this study and do
hereby give my consent to be a participant. I understand
that I am free to withdraw before, durinq or after this
study.
S1qnature:
Tel. No.:
Date:
St. JoIuI·s.NcwfoulldL&IId,c..nld.AIB3X9 • Tcl,l7091737'4lBl/8ol9lS • Tclcz,OId-4101
APPENDIX IV
Guidelines for Exercise Protocol
GUIDELINES FOR EXERCISE PROTOCOL
WarmUp:
Stretching:
Neck
Shoulder
Ann,
Wrist
Fingers
Waist
Hips
Anklo
Aerobic:
Cool Down:
(All eltcrcises perfonned seated)
·5 It deep breaths
(All exercises perfonned seated)
·5xhead rotations
-5 x shoulder rolls rightlleft
-5 x palms up, palms down
·5 x ann lifts (from shoulder up)
·reach behind head, hold 5 counts
-5 x arms out at side, touch chest
-SrotationsJreverse
-touch fingers to thumb/reverse
-5 x open/close fist
·5 x lean forward back in chair
-Sxlean side in chairrightllefl:
·5 x bicycle legs
-Sx leg extension
-5 x point/flex
Walk for 2 minutes
(lfin wheelcnair, then push wheelchair independently for 2 minutes)
(All exercises perfonned sealed)
-5 x deep brealhs
APPENillX V
Factor Loadings on SENOTS Program and D;lltcry
Factor Loadings of the SENOTS Ballery and Program
(Quartimax Rotation)
Physic.'lI Symptom
Financial Hardship
MUNSH
AetivityLimit3tion
MUNAlS
~ Overall Activity l.&vel
MUNAlS
Activity Limitation
MUNSH
Physical Symptoms
Financial Hardship




